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Ireland has undergone profound economic changes in recent years thus providing new challenges

for individuals and groups. While this change has proved challenging and sometimes traumatic,

involving the transformation of many traditional certitudes, the reality for many is that they require

upskilling/reskilling and it has been accompanied by a depleted self-esteem. As individuals and

groups all around the country are struggling to cope with these changes, the Vocational Training

Opportunities Scheme (VTOS) offers them a stepping stone to support them as individuals, in their

families and in their communities. VTOS has shown itself to be responsive, creative, effective,

challenging and relevant to meeting the needs of diverse groups of society. The success of VTOS

can be attributed to its holistic curriculum, focused on a broad sphere of learning and on catering

for the learner’s educational and personal needs in a way which reflects his/her cultural and

community context and experience. It recognises the student as the centre of the learning process,

being supported by teachers and other learners. A core learning objective of VTOS is preparing the

learner for a life of learning rather than for a terminal, end-of-learning examination. The devel-

opment of the community dimension of provision is also significant. Integrated linkages are formed

between the work of the education centre/school and those of adult and community interests, and

with other agencies in the community. What motivates and sustains us as VTOS Co-ordinators is

the transformation we see in individuals and communities as a result of their participation on

VTOS.

This book, compiled by the National Association of VTOS Co-ordinators (NAVC), to mark twenty

five years of VTOS provision, contains a number of stories that are testament to the abilities, courage

and motivation of individuals and centres. The book also marks the success of VTOS in opening

up learning and progression opportunities for people challenged by circumstances outside of their

control.  

On my own behalf and on behalf of the NAVC, I wish to congratulate and thank all involved in the

production of this book; the contributors – the VTOS Co-ordinators, teachers and learners past and

present who responded overwhelmingly to the call for their stories, to Mary O’Rourke, Helen Keogh,

Berni Brady and Gerard Griffin for their articles. The NAVC owes an enormous debt of gratitude

to the Editorial Team of Miranda Ó Bolguidhir, Liam Egan, Jim McNamara and Triona Lynch who

were assisted by Gerard Griffin, National Co-ordinator for VTOS. They gave much time and

commitment to the compilation of this book. Finally a sincere thank you to the other members of

the NAVC Committee, Patricia Kennedy, Maureen Murnane, Margaret Morrin, Áine McLaughlin,

Joe Brennan, Andrea Booth and Joyce Trimble for their contributions to the production of this book.  

In addition the NAVC acknowledges the financial

support given by Gerard Griffin and the Department

of Education and Skills.  

Ba mhaith liom mo bhuíochas a ghabháil leis an

bhfoireann go léir as ucht an cabhair a thug said leis

an leabhar seo a chur le chéile.

Go n-éirí an bóthar libh!

Olivia Kennedy-Murphy

Chairperson, NAVC

Foreword
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Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme

VTOS works out of an adult education approach where the centrality of the learner and their learning
needs and goals are paramount. In VTOS core centres, learners receive a personalised service
whereby the learning experiences on offer are tailored as far as possible to their education levels on
entry, their education needs and their progression goals.

The aim of VTOS is to provide learners with a spectrum of education-led, vocationally-oriented and
progression-focused learning opportunities which will:

• raise general education levels; 
• give access to national qualifications;  
• provide progression opportunities.

The objectives of VTOS are to:

• provide individuals aged 21 years and over with the education and skills needed to gain
employment or progress to further and/or higher education and training leading to employment

• to address a structural issue in the labour market whereby a significant proportion of long-term
unemployed people have left school before completion of upper secondary education or have had
no schooling beyond primary level.

VTOS Operational Guidelines for Providers, DES, 2012.

The NAVC wishes to acknowledge the very positive impact that VTOS can make on the lives of

unemployed adults who participate on the Scheme. By engaging people from different social and

ethnic backgrounds in full-time educational opportunities, VTOS is fostering relationships of tolerance

and trust, thereby making a significant impact towards equality and social inclusion. Given adequate

resources, VTOS is well placed to meet the challenges presented by national activation policy while

also maintaining its learner-centred, holistic vision for the years ahead.  

––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––––

The Further Education and Training Awards Council (FETAC) was established in 2001 as the single
statutory awarding body for all further education and training in Ireland. FETAC replaced a range of
awarding bodies, including the awarding functions of FÁS, the National Council for Vocational Awards
(NCVA), Fáilte Ireland (formerly CERT or NTCB), Teagasc and Bord Iascaigh Mhara. On 6 November
2012, Quality and Qualifications Ireland (QQI) was established as a new integrated agency (replacing
FETAC, HETAC, NQAI and incorporating the functions of IUQB). FETAC, HETAC and the NQAI are
now dissolved.
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My Memories of VTOS in the Early Days

I am very honoured to have been invited by Jim McNamara to contribute a piece

to the book which the National Association of VTOS Co-ordinators is bringing

out to celebrate the 25th Anniversary of VTOS.

I am so very glad to do so because one of the highlights of my almost five

years as Minister for Education in Marlborough Street in Dublin is the

European initiative VTOS (Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme).    

I was fortunate enough to be Ireland’s Minister for Education and to be

at the table of Ministers in Brussels when this important initiative was

being compiled and decisions were being made.

In the main, it was conceived as a social/employment measure from

the European Commission for all of the European States. As we

discussed it, it became clear that it would be particularly valuable for early

school leavers now in their twenties, or indeed older, who wished to get

back to learning.   

I remember much dialogue and debate about how helpful it would be for those who had been working,

perhaps often in a relatively dead end job, who had thoughts of going on further and were already

regretting that they had left school early or had not stayed on to do further education and exams and

so open up the world for them.

Aside from all that, I was very glad to contribute both emphatically and positively to the final directive

on VTOS. As I said above, that was in 1989 and we started it immediately throughout Ireland.   

The finances for this very important innovation were mostly coming from European coffers.   

The Department found immediate responses from second-level schools throughout Ireland – initially,

the Vocational Schools and Community Colleges.   

Then, in 1990, Ireland held the European Presidency and for that six-month period, from January to

June, I was the Minister in charge of all of the Education Ministers of Europe.   

Off I would go from Dublin to Brussels to chair the meetings. I also travelled all around the countries

in Europe which had joined us and we talked over educational matters and many other issues. During

that period I was able to give full rein to the VTOS to encourage it, to encourage Europe to give more

funding and to report on the success the initiative had been in Ireland.

So often in my later political life and now, going around Ireland, I meet people and they say to me ‘I

went on one of the first VTOS courses and it was in such and such a school’ or ‘it was in such and

such a college’ and my heart swells with delight to know that the decision made in Europe made a

real difference to that person’s life as I have so often been told.

It is great to realise that there are Co-ordinators for the VTOS Schemes all around the country.

I am so proud to salute you all here today on twenty five years of truly fruitful work and in my own

way to have been at the heart of spearheading it from Brussels to Ireland.

– Mary O’Rourke
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A Privilege to Work in VTOS

VTOS is 25 – and it was my privilege to serve as National Co-ordinator of VTOS for twenty of those

twenty-five years. As with any anniversary, silver anniversary in this case, congratulations are in order.

First of all, congratulations to the Department of Education and Skills and the then Minister for

Education, Mary O’Rourke, for having the foresight in 1989 to establish VTOS with the financial

support of the European Commission. Congratulations to the committed personnel within the

Department who championed VTOS from the outset. Congratulations to the then Vocational

Education Committees (VECs) which undertook the delivery of VTOS and to the many enlightened

Adult Education Officers (AEOs) who moved heaven and earth to place VTOS at the core of the then

limited adult education services. In fact, VTOS was the first full-time programme of adult learning to

be managed by the AEOs in the majority of VECs. 

Congratulations to VTOS staff, co-ordinators, teachers and support staff. In the early years they

worked under frequently uncertain circumstances in temporary accommodation to put together

programmes to meet local participant needs in the context of a general guideline from the Department.

Indeed, some of the current VTOS staff have been with the programme from the very early days.

Above all, congratulations to the tens of thousands of adults who have participated in VTOS over the

last 25 years in the 100+ centres throughout the length and breadth of Ireland. I salute your courage,

determination and commitment to give education and training ‘a second chance’ and to seize the

opportunity for personal, academic and professional achievement. 

From the outset  the main objective of VTOS was to enable participants to raise their general

education levels while at the same time gaining skills for entry to the labour market, either directly

after VTOS or indirectly through additional education and training in the then emerging further

education programmes and / or in higher education. In other words, VTOS sought to be education-

led, vocationally-oriented and progression focused. The early years of VTOS were challenging in this

regard, particularly in a context where the Junior Certificate and the Leaving Certificate were the main

nationally recognised awards, with the latter being considered almost ‘a rite of passage’ for Irish men

and women and “I never did the Leaving” being the main refrain of many early applicants to VTOS.

The arrival of the National Council for Vocational Awards (NCVA) in the early 1990s and FETAC in

2001 provided a  welcome broader range of awards for participants to achieve. 

VTOS milestones over the past twenty-five years are numerous. They include developments such

as the expansion of places from the original 289 to 5000 per annum and the extension of the

programme to every county in Ireland; the lowering of the eligibility age from 25 to 21 and the eligibility

period from one year to six months; the broadening of eligibility criteria to provide access to VTOS

for individuals in receipt of a wide range of social protection support; the emergence of permanent

full-time staffing, including a management structure; the availability of a professional guidance service

through the Adult Education Guidance Initiative; the development of a country-wide community of

practice  among skilled VTOS professionals; and the steady embedding of VTOS at the heart of adult

learning within the expanding further education and training service. 
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A  major factor in VTOS’s longevity has been its insistent and persistent learner-centredness and,

thus, its flexibility and responsiveness to the changing needs of participants. Indeed, over the past

twenty-five years VTOS, on the demand and supply sides, has been an automatic barometer of trends

and events in the ever-changing wider educational, social and economic landscape in Ireland. The

ups and downs of the labour market and the economy have been immediately manifest on the

doorstep of VTOS centres, both in the incoming and outgoing participants. On an on-going basis

VTOS staff have responded to changing demands and requirements in relation to learner needs /

wishes, curricular change, qualifications reorganisation, progression opportunities and, currently,

structural / governance transformation. Through all these developments VTOS staff have kept the

VTOS learner at the heart of provision through offering a person-centred service that seeks to enable

each and every participant to reach his / her goals, identify new ambitions and progress to new

achievements. 

The stories and pictures in this publication give vivid testimony to the attainments of VTOS learners,

personal, academic, vocational and progression and in relation to the wider community. They

celebrate engagement, with a wide range of activities and environments and they resound with the

joy of discovery and achievement at all levels. They celebrate the very nature and quality of the VTOS

programme and the significant role played by VTOS staff in supporting learner outcomes. It is a

particular pleasure for me to encounter familiar places, faces and voices among the pages.

VTOS abú! Here’s to the next 25 years......

– Helen Keogh

VTOS 25 Years: Transformation rough Education
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SECTIOn 1 

A Series of Reflections from VTOS Centres 
over the last 25 years 

VTOS Waterford Adult Education Centre

The Waterford Adult Education Centre (WAEC) has been offering educational and training courses

to adult learners under the Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme since 1994. WAEC is committed

to the delivery of a quality education service in a supportive learning environment. We are also

committed to the holistic value of education and training which enhances the development of the

individual, the family and society by working in partnership with other organisations such as the Adult

Literacy Service, Department of Social Protection, Regional Education Guidance Service for Adults,

Waterford Institute of Technology and in our most recent collaborations the Waterford City Enterprise

Board, Kite Design Centre and St. Vincent de Paul.

VTOS first began in Waterford City in the Adult Education Centre located on the appropriately named

College Street. We began with Junior and Leaving Certificate courses, Computers & Business and

Craft.  Photography, Media and Interior Design later followed. Accreditation was initially by the State

Examinations Board, RSA and City & Guilds and later by the NCVA, now QQI. In 2007, we relocated

to a new state-of-the-art premises in Durand’s Court, officially opened by the then Minister, Martin

Cullen. The centre for the first time had specialised studios for craft, pottery, interior design and

computer laboratories for our learners. Over time the courses offered have changed in response to

the needs of our adult learners and the changes in society. WAEC now offers QQI Level 5 in Interior

Design & Decoration, Art, Craft & Design, Fashion Design & Accessories and Information Technology

& Business Administration. Recently, WAEC was involved in writing the Programmes for the Creative

Craft Award and the Ceramics and Painting Components for QQI under the new Common Awards

System.  

Every year WAEC celebrates the achievement of our learners in our annual Awards Ceremony. As

part of Work Experience, our students stage an annual Craft Exhibition in the Waterford City Municipal

Library and a Fashion Show & Exhibition. Last year WAEC held an exhibition showcasing the work

of past and present Interior Design students in a local Colourtrend shop. It was an exciting new

departure for the centre to work with a local business to showcase the talents and skills of our

students. Every exhibition and awards ceremony is both individual and special because every

student’s journey of learning will be unique and inspirational. 

One of WAEC’s most memorable highlights was in 2010, when a former Interior Design graduate,

Ms Ann Marie Brett-Jennings was presented with an award by the President of Ireland, Mary

McAleese, to celebrate One Million People Achieving FETAC Awards. Ann Marie is now in her final

year of her Visual Arts Degree (Hons.) in WIT. Another highlight was the First Flight Initiative when

Waterford City Enterprise Board and the Kite Design Centre offered three placements last summer

to two current Craft students and one Fashion Design graduate to support the development of their

enterprises in fashion design and jewellery making. This collaboration was further built upon with

VTOS 25 Years: Transformation rough Education
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WAEC graduates selling their designs in the Kite Design Centre over the Christmas period and

attending Showcase in the RDS this January. WAEC is also working in partnership to establish a

Craft Initiative to support our graduates and new craft and design businesses in Waterford. WAEC

has also collaborated with St. Vincent de Paul in staging their first Upcycled Fashion Show in the

South East to promote their charity shops. On foot of that there are proposals to develop a Community

Employment Scheme involving our graduate students. 

The Waterford Adult Education Centre has also developed a quality Information Technology &

Business Administration course that is responsive to the demands of the work place with the intro-

duction of QQI Level 5 Computerised Accounts & Payroll and more recently, QQI Level 5 Web

Authorising CSS. Graduates of this course include Michelle Gault who is an Associate Auditor after

achieving a Degree and Masters in Accounting. Another graduate, Paul Dower, has set up a business,

Waterford in Your Pocket, to promote local events having graduated with a Degree in International

Business and a Masters in Internationalisation. 

Over the years, many of our graduates have progressed on to further education, training and

employment in areas as diverse as Social Care, Nursing, Administration, Accounting, Marketing,

Languages, Teaching and the Fine Arts.      

This year the Waterford Adult Education Centre will celebrate its 20th anniversary and the successes

and achievements we will celebrate are very much part of the story of VTOS nationwide as VTOS

celebrates its 25th Anniversary.

– Helena Finlay, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Mullingar

Mullingar VTOS aims to provide learners with educational opportunities in a positive and encouraging

environment which enables adult students to develop their full potential and in turn make meaningful

contributions to society and the Irish Economy.

When VTOS first began 25 years ago, Mullingar VTOS had an allocation of only 20 student places.

We had access to two training rooms and one computer room. We currently have an allocation of 50

places from the Department of Education and Skills and have a stand-alone centre in O’Growney

Drive, Mullingar. 

Mullingar VTOS provides participants with the opportunity to learn new skills and/or update their

existing skills. Many of our students are early school leavers while others, due to recessionary times

and changes in demands from employers, have needed to re-train and up-skill to prepare themselves

for the world of work and/or progression to further study at third level.

While the ethos of VTOS has remained unchanged, our courses have developed and evolved to

meet the changing needs of our students, employers, the labour market and advances in Information

Technology. 

All our courses are QQI accredited. We are also an ECDL accredited training centre. The range of

subjects on offer to students includes: Communications, Work Experience, Mathematics, Business

Administration Skills, Accounting Manual & Computerized, Spreadsheet Methods, Database Methods,

Information & Communication Systems, Web Design, Desktop Publishing, Image Processing, Stained

Glass, Printmaking, Drawing, Design Skills and Combined Materials. During their two years on VTOS

students work towards gaining a QQI Level 5 Certificate in one of the following areas:  

• QQI Level 5 Certificate in Information Processing, 

• QQI Level 5 Certificate in Business Administration

• QQI Level 5 Certificate in Design 

Feedback from students who are attending and/or have completed the VTOS course has been very

positive. Many students have found it a life changing experience. Their self-esteem has greatly

increased thus giving them confidence to carve out progression paths which they would never have

thought possible. The social aspect of the course has also been of huge benefit, with many students

making great friends thus proving the saying “we come as strangers and leave as friends” to be very

true. 

Some students have progressed to third level study in Photography, Mechatronics, Web Design,

Engineering, Information Technology and Design. Others have progressed directly into employment

and/or are working in their local community. 

There are innumerable success stories of students who have completed the Mullingar VTOS course

since it first began 25 years ago. So many students have gained much over the years and will

continue to do so in years to come. Our experience and the testimony of former students show that

it is never too late to return to learning, and the time spent in education and training on a VTOS

course is a very positive experience and time well invested. 

– Martina Kavanagh, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Killarney

Killarney VTOS opened its doors in October 1993. For the first number of years we were constantly

moving from one location to another. One of the major highlights was finding a permanent home for

VTOS.  In 2001, we acquired a standalone premises which is ideal for the delivery of adult education

in Killarney VTOS.   

In September 2013, we celebrated our 20th Anniversary of providing quality second chance adult

education programmes in Killarney. This was a major highlight as a large number of past students

joined present students and staff in celebrating the event.

– Mary A. O’Connor, VTOS Co-ordinator 

VTOS Clonmel 

Fundraising Initiatives: In October 2004 VTOS participants launched a fundraising campaign for the

Niall J. Mellon Imizamo Yehtu Township Challenge. It was decided that funds raised would help

towards the construction of a house in this South African Township. After organising four events, a

coffee morning, a pub quiz, a sponsored walk in Carrick-on-Suir and a non-uniform day at Coláiste

Cluain Meala, a total of €2,946 was raised. 

The proceeds of this collection were presented to Mr Liam Mullen at a ceremony held at the C.T.I.

Clonmel in April 2005. Mr Mullen congratulated the VTOS learners for their initiative and outlined how

the money would be spent to improve the lives of South African people living in extreme poverty.

In December 2006, the fundraising was continued and €1,840, the proceeds of a second VTOS

fundraising initiative for the Niall Mellon Township Challenge, was presented to Claire Kelly, a repre-

sentative of the charity.  

VTOS learners thanked their friends, families and all those who contributed generously and were

very proud of the fact that their fundraising efforts led to the construction of a house for a South

African family who had been living in very poor conditions.  

– Michael Corbett, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Drogheda  

Nationally the VTOS mission is to provide adults with access to education and training which is needs

driven and courses offered are designed to facilitate accordingly. VTOS Drogheda (Louth/Meath

Education & Training Board) provision to date has been underpinned by the belief in the right for

adults to pursue courses which address their needs and demands. The current VTOS programme in

Drogheda offers the opportunity to study for Junior or Leaving Certificate, the QQI Level 3 General

Learning award and the Level 5 Liberal Arts award. The Liberal Arts award subjects include

Psychology, Sociology, Economics, European Studies and Politics – subjects that are very popular

with adult learners. VTOS provision is flexible and students are enabled to build up a unique portfolio

of subjects and certification.

Study trips to art galleries, theatres, museums and other places of cultural interest, both local and

national, play a vital role in enhancing subject curricula and are a vital element of the social fabric of

our centre. During the year students have access to the Adult Education Guidance Service which

offers support with college applications and identifying progression options. Speakers from a selection

of colleges visit the centre and students have the opportunity to visit third level colleges and to sample

third level college life. Traditionally students who are interested in studying in Dundalk Institute of

Technology and in Trinity College spend the day in these colleges meeting lecturers, shadowing

students and attending lectures.

Since the introduction of the scheme in September 1990 in Co Louth, students who have completed

courses on the Vocational Educational Opportunities Scheme have gained nationally recognised

qualifications. Many have obtained employment locally. Others have gone on to further training with

FÁS or to further study. Many past students have gone on to obtain qualifications from Further

Education Colleges, the Institutes of Technology and Universities. The capacity building for individuals

to participate more actively in family life and the local community is evident. VTOS has enabled partic-

ipants to use the opportunity to continue in education and vocational preparation since its inception

25 years ago and its core value makes it relevant today and for the foreseeable future.

– Elizabeth Cotterell, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Belmullet

The VTOS programme in Belmullet was set up by the then Mayo VEC as a 20 place centre in

October 2001, in the old Warner’s clothing factory on the industrial estate. Since then we have

moved twice and we are now located in the centre of Belmullet in the Further Education Centre,

which also houses the Adult Learning Section. We offer the QQI Level 5 major award Business

Administration; we offer the core literacy, numeracy and IT subjects, however we also try to

include a broader range of options, including Art and languages. All participants follow the

Appreciation of Irish Culture module and this includes educational visits, for example to Dáil

Éireann. As a centre located in the Mayo Gaeltacht we are aware of our linguistic heritage. All

VTOS participants undertake the Irish NSQ Level 5 module and this year some participants have

progressed to the Irish NSQ Level 6 module.

Over the years participants have progressed steadily into employment and further training and

education, broadly within the national VTOS average of 70% progression. Former participants have

graduated from GMIT Mayo in IT and Nursing. We hope to meet the challenges of the coming years

and continue to provide a service to the people of Erris.      

– Theresa McMullin, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Donegal

The Relay for Life fun challenge in Co Donegal VEC had always been a fun event for all the staff and

students of Adult Education Services and May 22nd, 2013 was no different.  

This year’s event was a little more poignant with the passing of Ms Maryann Kane who had lost her life

to breast cancer the previous summer.

The sun was shining in Donegal Town for the Adult Education Services fun walk on Barnesmore and

Leghowney Loop.

Students and staff packed into buses coming from centres in Milford, Buncrana, Letterkenny as well as

Donegal Town area.

Martin Gormley AEO expressed his delight and gratitude to all the walkers who turned up and set them

on their merry way. 

On return from their walk, the base camp at Leghowney Hall served up hot tea and sandwiches much

to the delight of all who participated.

The final count for the event was an astonishing €4,699 – ‘someone, somewhere was watching over

us all’.

– Caroline Gillespie, Sharon McGee, Áine McLaughlin,

Anita O’Rourke, Paul Quigley,

VTOS Co-ordinators 
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VTOS Bunclody

VTOS Bunclody is a 20 place centre delivering QQI Level 4 and 5 modules in a variety of subject

areas.

This year our centre saw a change in direction, due to a growing need for full time education for those

whose first language is not English. ESOL QQI Level 4 classes were incorporated into the curriculum.

Non-Irish nationals now make up around 55% of the student intake.

Both Irish nationals and non-Irish nationals work together and integrate well, sharing cultural experi-

ences, language and learning styles. They complement and learn from each other.

All staff have adapted to the changes that have taken place in Bunclody VTOS by up skilling in order

to deliver a successful, integrated programme.

– Mary Waters, Acting VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Shanagolden

VTOS Shanagolden is located at Shanagolden

Education Resource Centre multiplex, sharing

the campus with Youthreach. Shanagolden is a

picturesque rural village located 26 miles west of

Limerick city. Though we are small in size, a 20

place centre, we offer a variety of subjects – 15 in all across IT, Business, Communications and Art

leading to QQI Level 5 Office Administration and Information Processing awards. We are particularly

proud of our dedicated IT room including data projector with updated Microsoft 2010 software. Each

year students hold an exhibition of their paintings and drawings completed as part of their studies.

VTOS SERC actively participates in the annual Lifelong Learning Festival by hosting centre events

such as “Showcase Your Talent”, “Internet and Email Know How” and “Come Draw with Me”.  These

sessions are hosted by the student body that facilitate or demonstrate to fellow learners and the wider

community. Links have been established with local businesses who participate in the work placement

programme in June each year which has led to employment opportunities for graduating students.

Students are supported and guided through their learning by a dedicated team of 5 teachers and a

guidance officer. In 2009 Shanagolden Education Resource Centre was Highly Commended in

Regional Munster Category of Aontas Star Awards. 

“The Centre is dedicated to the delivery of training and supports in lifelong learning. The Centre

provides second chance education and is quality assured by FETAC. The Centre operates on a

holistic approach, where programmes focus on the whole individual. Literacy support is integrated

across the programmes rather than operating as a standalone element.”

– Melanie Casey, VTOS Co-ordinator 

VTOS16
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VTOS Kilmallock

Kilmallock is a rural town 20 miles from Limerick city with few local industries and high unemployment.

The VTOS centre was established in 1994 and is situated in a building that was once the Technical

School for the town and the campus is shared with PLCs and the Literacy Centre and is administered

by the Limerick and Clare ETB. VTOS Kilmallock is allocated one core group of 20 and 2 dispersed

places (as of January 2014).

The course has evolved from its early years when it offered Leaving Certificate subjects, Hotel and

Catering Skills and Basic Computers. Interest in the computer application areas increased each year

throughout the late 1990s and early 2000s and more NCVA (at the time) awards in this category were

added over the years until the Leaving Certificate/catering options were dropped altogether. 

Through the co-operation between the PLCs and VTOS, the range of QQI minor awards open to both

PLC and VTOS students has increased.  

Participants undertake a range of QQI

Level 5 minor awards in the Business

and Computing areas and can achieve

major awards in Information

Processing or eBusiness depending

on the subject combinations they take

over the two year period.  

VTOS participants have also under-

taken Childcare and Healthcare

awards. Students also have the option

of doing ECDL Core and ECDL

Advanced programmes. The Centre

has also offered the minor award in

Health Related Fitness.

Students have progressed from Kilmallock VTOS to further training at NSQ Level 6 at Limerick

College of Further Education, and successfully completed degree programmes in the IT and

University sector in Cork and Limerick and to employment in the Office Administration, Retail,

Childcare and Healthcare sectors.

Highlights at the Centre over the years

• The introduction of Health Related Fitness (QQI Level 5 Minor Award) giving students the oppor-

tunity to take part in a range of outdoor pursuit activities.

• The first time a student got their website up on the World Wide Web.

• Students returning from work experience relating how they were able to apply their skills in the

workplace and indeed how they imparted some of those skills to workplace staff.

• Getting a new computer room and later an interactive whiteboard.

• RTE coming to the centre to do a documentary in 2007 on “Where have all the Jobs Gone?” and

interviewing students who were made redundant after a factory closure.

– Christy Mullane, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Waterford College of Further Education

The Adult Access VTOS department in Waterford College of Further Education is a thriving hub of

academic and social activity. The learners gain the knowledge and skills to contribute successfully to

an ever changing world and are armed with adaptable skills that can be applied successfully within

the environments of further study or the workplace, and to develop career management skills. 

Over the years, Adult Access has adapted to meet the needs of those in receipt of social protection

payments including refugees and immigrants. We have risen to the challenge of major job losses in

the area by providing education and training in Business, Social, Community, Child and Healthcare

studies. The courses have given many of these learners the chance to enter into new areas of

employment or self-employment. Others have chosen the further education route with learners gradu-

ating in Business, Law, Social Care, Healthcare, Childcare and Nursing. Some of our graduates have

progressed to Masters and Doctorate level.   

Along with the academic outcomes, importance is given to enhancing citizenship, increasing self-

confidence and meeting social inclusion needs.  

– Cairein Phillip, Acting VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Limerick City

Limerick City VTOS, based at the Adult Education College in Sexton Street, was one of the first VTOS

Centres to be established in Ireland. The Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme was a truly

welcome development as it addressed the great need that existed for full-time education for

unemployed adults. The Adult Education College, with 210 learners and 20 teaching staff, takes pride

in its reputation as a vibrant, progressive place of learning, situated in the very heart of Limerick City.

Over the years, curricula have been adapted in line with changing vocational needs. However, the

traditional Leaving Certificate remains as popular as ever and we now offer eleven subjects including

Higher Level Maths, Physics and Biology. Limerick VTOS also offers a wide range of QQI Awards

and learner progression outcomes into employment, and in particular into higher level education,

have been outstanding. Other dimensions of Limerick VTOS include a full-time guidance counsellor

as well as a number of teachers who take responsibility for supports such as: ICT and course devel-

opment, attendance, publicity and ESOL. Learners participate in a range of extra-curricular activities

including field trips, laboratory sessions, art and craft exhibitions, intercultural events and our annual

Awards Ceremony, all of which contribute to an enjoyable and inclusive learning experience. The

increased participation by international learners has added a rich diversity to the programme and the

close integration of individuals from different social and ethnic backgrounds is driven by a shared

desire to improve their lives. Given adequate resources, Limerick VTOS is well placed to meet the

challenges presented by national activation policy while also maintaining its learner-centred, holistic

vision, for the years ahead.

– Patricia Kennedy, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Gorey

VTOS Gorey began in 1992 and was housed in the old Technical College up until 2009 when a new

custom built Adult Learning Centre was provided to meet the growing needs of learners. Services

were integrated and the new centre comprises VTOS, BTEI, Adult Literacy, Adult Guidance and

Community Education. It is located in The Civic Square, The Avenue, Gorey. With state-of-the-art

computer laboratories, a fully fitted kitchen,

woodwork & metalwork facilities and fabulous

training rooms, learners get to acquire lots of new

skills or improve existing ones. 

Back in 1992, VTOS Gorey started as a very

relaxed reintroduction to learning for the adult

learner.  Many learners came to enhance their

practical skills such as Woodwork, Metalwork,

Catering and Arts & Crafts. Many had little or no

experience with technology so computers were

also very popular.  There was less emphasis on

certification which was optional, and many saw it as a social outlet as well as an opportunity to learn

new skills. There was a big emphasis on making VTOS completely different to their school experience

as many participants had very bad memories of the education system.

Today VTOS Gorey provides a Business Administration Level 5 QQI award, QQI Minor Awards at

Level 4 and the Level 3 General Learning QQI award. The programme continues to change to fit the

new and emerging needs of the learners.

– Jim O'Hanlon, Acting Co-ordinator  

Students from

VTOS Gorey

receiving their

certificates and

awards 2013

VTOS 

students

presenting 

the local SVDP

with a cheque

of funds raised

at Christmas 
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VTOS Enniscorthy

Transition… A time to every purpose: I have been Co-ordinator of the Enniscorthy VTOS Centre for

the past 20 years and VTOS has been in the Centre here for the past 22. We have had periods of

great change but VTOS has been as perennial as the grass and has kept flowering for the students

year after year. Captions such as ’forming, norming and storming’, ‘igniting the flame that burns a

lifetime’, ‘it’s never too late for a second chance education’ and ‘VTOS Spells Success’ have been

appropriate and will continue to be so. 

Under the presiding offices of Helen Keogh, we have had ‘sigmoid curves’ and ‘whither VTOS’ to

where we are today, 25 years on. The first I heard of VTOS was in the Bullring in Wexford town. A

certain young lady, loudly, proudly proclaiming to anyone that would listen ‘I’m doing my Leaving

Cert!’ So, from that beginning, where all good stories start, to the present day. 

‘A picture paints a thousand words’ so it is said, so let’s read the attached photo and see what it says

to us… 

On the far left we have Fiona Dee, our IT Teacher, who has had the distinction of equipping so many

of our students for further studies and employment. Next in line is Dr John Doran who attributes to

VTOS the foundation for his transition from 0 to 10 on the National Framework of Qualifications. To

the fore is Mary Walsh, AEO of the newly constructed Waterford and Wexford Education and Training

Board. VTOS Enniscorthy Co-ordinator, Eithne Agar is next in line. To the right of the photograph: is

Tony Kynes who has progressed from our hallowed halls to Wexford Carlow IT Campus and has

distinguished himself with a Master’s thesis of 60,000 words on the retail sector in Wexford town. He

currently teaches at the Campus and also teaches Research Skills at the VTOS Centre. He acknowl-

edges that without VTOS he would never have achieved all he has done. Behind the camera is James

Quirke, our Media teacher, who must be credited with bringing a wealth of talent into the Centre.

There are also the unseen heroes in this photo who are equally an essential part of Team VTOS

Enniscorthy. Terry Ryan, Business Studies; Miriam O Sullivan, Culinary Arts and Social Studies;

Geraldine Dunne, Computer Literacy and Learning Support; Hugh Dunne, Woodwork and Mary

Barron, Occupational First Aid.

Well done everyone! Here’s to the next 25…

– Ethne Agar, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS new Ross 

The Room of Requirement will be a familiar concept to Harry Potter devotees; one stumbles upon the

door to the room when one is desperately in need and the room supplies just that which is required.

VTOS New Ross is a bit like that for

the local community – often partici-

pants remark that they had never

heard of or seen VTOS before –

until they needed it.

Down the years it has changed from

offering a crafts based course

comprised largely of Metalwork,

Woodwork and Arts and Crafts to

providing that often cited and very

real ‘second chance’ in education.

A high percentage of participants

have less than Junior Certificate

level of education and a significant

percentage completed schooling

after primary level. So, a two year

course pitched at a level at which

they can achieve suddenly makes

feasible and appealing the prospect

of further studies to many.

VTOS has been, and is, many

things to people creating a space for

finding new friends, learning new

skills, brushing up old skills, growing

in confidence and being part of a group- sometimes for the first time ever.

A desire to contribute positively to the local community is a key characteristic of the groups. 

– Miranda Ó Bolguidhir, VTOS Co-ordinator 

In 1991 Co Wexford VEC introduced VTOS and the concept of ‘Lifelong Learning’ to New Ross. It

provided an opportunity for adults to return to education and study for state exams or simply study and

chose not to do exams. Either way learning took place, confidence grew or people came out the other

end of the course with new skills. 

At one point we had a mother on our course sitting her Junior Certificate exams while her daughter sat

hers in a secondary school in town. Both did well! 

Participants in the early days were mothers wanting to upskill or attain a better standard of education

and hopefully return to the job market having raised a family. We offered practical subjects chiefly. This

trend changed over time and IT became equally sought after.  

Participants from the 2013 FETAC Level 4 Employment Skills group

and staff members proudly presenting a cheque to a representative

of ‘Console’ which provides counselling and support to those who

have lost a loved one to suicide.
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We placed an emphasis on social

outings believing that they helped break

down barriers which people had

subconsciously built up. We were

regular visitors to Shielbaggan OEC

taking part in canoeing, abseiling,

sailing, and hillwalking and

teambuilding challenges. 

One of the lows for VTOS New Ross

was the untimely passing of our

esteemed colleague and metalwork

teacher, Fergal Egan. Fergal’s love for

his subject and his creativity lives on

today in his students.

Over the years students and staff took part in our end of year project. This was always a fun time. A

particularly memorable project was: “Life in New Ross between the years of 1945 – 1950”. This involved

staff, students and the people of New Ross who donated coins, items of clothing, furniture, cameras

and any artefacts they had from that era. Staff from schools, hospitals and the emergency services gave

up their time to be interviewed and tell their stories. 

The stories could continue, they span 20+ years of people, their lives and education! 

– Liz Fortune, VTOS Co-ordinator (1991–2007).



VTOS Dromcollogher

An tIonad Glas Dromcollogher, 23 years a growing with VTOS: The first Creamery Co-operative in

these islands started in Dromcollogher in 1889, so when the centenary approached, the wise elders

of the community looked to commemorate the event. A creamery museum with a café was agreed

as an essential, but the more ambitious wanted something extra, something living, that would relate

to farming and food. Sometime later an acre of land beside the museum was purchased and there

the first sods of An tIonad Glas the Organic College were turned. 

From the start we had students who were eligible for VTOS, an exciting educational programme for

adults, already underway in Limerick City. These learners entitled the college to funding to pay for

heating, equipment, seeds and materials; so that VTOS was from the start a vital element of the

college.

Equally important with financial support, our core VTOS status was a source of educational expertise,

of solidarity with colleagues, both locally and nationally, particularly as the Association of Co-ordinators

developed. 

Some landmark events in our development as a VTOS centre are included here;

• The organic collective, a mini co-operative of student growers, together with staff and occasional

outside mentors, met weekly to plan cropping, places to visit and organise the sale of trees, herbs

and vegetables for the local markets. This practice was an act of respect for the local heritage,

but more, it became a vital communications tool and source of ideas to develop a VTOS learning

community.

• Getting the first organic modules in Ireland accepted and nationally certified was a major

achievement, giving academic status and validation to the course at what subsequently became

QQI Level 5.

• Graduates’ and Learners’ projects. The college has been very fortunate in the quality of staff and

learners we have drawn over the years.  A variety of projects has taken shape around the country

and abroad, from field scale vegetable growing, to home food production businesses. Our

graduates have initiated community gardens, farmers markets, an arboretum, an earth education

centre, a wild food kitchen, dozens of school gardens, books, publications, television programmes,

art exhibitions, drama and even a short film. These have all been inspired by the organic learning

experience which had VTOS at its core, giving us the space and support to develop. Learners

have been involved in making all four series of Garrai Glas on TG4 including the current one

started this February. 

• From the early days, the college had a dynamic relationship with the Irish Seed Savers Association.

Our joint search for heritage seeds and apple trees came to success in VTOS learners finding

“Appletown Wonder”, a lost, self-rooting, very tasty, dessert apple that lay on its last roots near

Feoghanagh, some four miles from the college. When sharing the joy of its identification with Anita

Hayes, founder of Seed Savers, she calmly noted “Sometimes if only we have the patience to

observe, nature may be just smiling back at us”. This tree, one of the gems of our heritage, is now

growing in the college front lawn and is now available to everyone in the Seed Savers collection

in Scarriff, Co. Clare.
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• Our courses were strengthened further by partnership with Irish Aid. The reasoning, put so convinc-

ingly by VTOS graduate Grace Maher, was that development aid to the majority world and food

security issues should be focused on organic and sustainable agricultural projects. This partnership

led to the course in Sustainable Development and later Permaculture and Beekeeping where

learners study and focus on central environmental issues local and global, as well as fair trade. 

• Further partnership was formed with an organic college in Umbria Italy, allowing our students to

gain work placement in a country where organic growing and adding value to food was well estab-

lished. Italian students also spent time in Ireland with some of the best farmers and growers here.

Through this partnership came contacts with the Slow Food Movement and the view that conscious

consumers of local food are in fact co-producers. Extending this concept to the VTOS college

community gave us a view of teachers and students as “co-learners” which was in many ways

liberation for all of us.

Like the VTOS Programme itself, our college has a long way to go. Perhaps our greatest challenge

is to engage our creative, collective intelligence with the earnestness, spirit and humour that has

sustained our people over the years.  It was Fr Peter Mc Verry who last year reminded us that much

of education is so often a product, traded by the elite, for a ticket to join the elite.  As the gap between

the rich and poor widens in Ireland, it is more important than ever to maintain and increase access

possibilities for people on the margins and to ensure they are empowered by a quality educational

experience

A journey such as VTOS, which allows time for reflection on the bigger issues as well as the

immediate needs of society, can be transforming and powerful beyond measure. One of the greatest

needs brought home to us starkly in recent months is to address climate change in education and to

do so in a meaningful way.

An tIonad Glas the Organic College currently has a core VTOS group of twenty, as well as  PLC and

Distance learning students. The courses feature Organic Horticulture at QQI Levels 5 and 6, including

Beekeeping and Permaculture. We also run a Diploma course in Organic Enterprise certified by the

Irish Organic Farmers and Growers Association.

– Jim McNamara, VTOS Co-ordinator 
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VTOS Scarriff

Scarriff VTOS is a 20 place supportive centre, with a learner-centred ethos. We are located in East

Clare and cater for learners from all around East Clare. The nearest town or city that offers education

programmes to the people of this area is 20-30 miles away. We offer meaningful 2nd chance

education to learners who choose to return to education. We currently offer two Level 5 QQI certified

programmes in Business Studies and Art, Craft and Design. These two areas of study allow students

variety of components and give them options to choose their field of interest. During the course

learners are supported in future options and choices, career guidance is available and we organise

visits to and from colleges. Employers meet with our learners to offer support and advice. Since 1999

Scarriff VTOS has seen a large number of students pass through its doors. Learners have moved

from VTOS into work, on to further education, self employment or community employment schemes.

We make links within the community and pride ourselves on our open door, friendly policy, where

general public are referred onto programmes that suit their needs, not just in VTOS. We are actively

supportive of personal development and recognise the importance of this in the progression for

learners. We engage in Adult Learner week and make links within the community and community

events, ICA, Exhibitions, Community Co-op, Mountshannon Arts festival and many more. Although

we are only a small centre, our learners stand up and take action and their dedication, enthusiasm

and sheer hard work has made Scarriff VTOS the vibrant successful centre that exists today.

Student Quotes

“After leaving school at 15 I always wanted to return to education. VTOS has given me confidence

and made me a lot of fabulous friends. Being given the opportunity to see what third level entails I’m

not so scared to venture into it now. Thanks VTOS!!” – Theresa.

“I feel that VTOS caters for people of all educational backgrounds. Some have not been in “school” for

20+ years but the programmes help bring out the best in everyone. There is plenty of support and

rewards for students who are willing to put in the effort. It is a great stepping stone for further education

or work as it gives people the confidence to feel that they can achieve anything they want.” – Anon.

– Triona Lynch, VTOS Co-ordinator
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VTOS nenagh

VTOS Nenagh is located in Teach an Léinn, Kenyon Street. Teach an Léinn, known to many as the

'Old Market House' opened its doors to Adult Education in 1992. Today it is Nenagh's leading Adult

Education Centre. It is the home of a variety of educational projects including VTOS, BTEI, FESS, Skills

for Work, SKILLVEC. This centre is operated through Tipperary Education and Training Board (TETB).

In VTOS Nenagh, emphasis is placed not only on raising the general education levels of the learners

but also on facilitating personal development, preparing and or re-orientating students for the world

of work. Over the years our courses have developed and evolved to meet the changing needs of our

students, local employers and the labour market. During their two years on VTOS the courses

currently on offer to our students include the Department of Education and Skills Certified Junior and

Leaving Irish, English and Mathematics, in conjunction with QQI certified General Learning Award at

Level 3 and Level 4. Modules offered include Art and Design, Communications, Computer

Applications, Database, Drawing, Entrepreneurial Skills, Information Technology Skills, Irish, Painting,

Personal Effectiveness, Spreadsheets, Teamworking, Word Processing and Work Experience.  

This year the second year students at Teach an Léinn completed an Entrepreneurial Skills module

as part of their course. The purpose of the module is to foster entrepreneurial, critical thinking and

creative skills. As part of this module the students formed mini-company ‘Team Active8’. The mini

company consisted of 8 students, hence the name: ‘Team Active8’.

The idea of the mini-company was to come together as a group, think of a creative enterprise by

providing a product, marketed these goods and sell them to the target audience, hoping to make a

profit. Their product was a very attractive Christmas Log with candle which sold very well within Teach

an Léinn and to the general public. The proceeds of €533 were donated to the local branch of Enable

Ireland. 

It gave the students an excellent opportunity to work as a team in the production of a product and get

a taste of the enterprise and business world. This is just one of the many activities undertaken by

VTOS students in Nenagh.  

– Olivia Kennedy-Murphy, VTOS Co-ordinator
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SECTIOn 2 

Photos from VTOS Centres around the Country

VTOS Longford

VTOS Drogheda 

VTOS Mullingar 

VTOS Galway 



VTOS Killarney
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VTOS Shanagolden

Celebrating 20 years of VTOS

VTOS Wexford

VTOS Sligo
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VTOS
Athlone

VTOS Donegal 

VTOS
Abbeyleix

A look back… 

1993: People who

completed the VTOS

programme 1 and 2 year,

pictured in Abbeyleix with

Cllr Larry Kavanagh, 

CAO, Anne O’Keeffe, 

Co-ordinator, and 

Ronan Rice, CEO.



VTOS Limerick

VTOS Blessington

VTOS Scariff
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VTOS Dromcollogher
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SECTIOn 3 

Students’ Stories

Anita Oakey, VTOS Waterford Adult Education Centre

“I attended the VTOS Interior Design &

Decoration course from September 2005-

May 2007. It was a thoroughly enjoyable

experience that I almost missed out on due

to a lack of confidence. I signed up for

September 2004, but fear held me back and

it took all my strength to reapply the following

September. The amazing support and

encouragement I received from the teachers

and staff at the college gave me the courage

and confidence I needed, and the friendships

I formed with my class will stay with me for

life. Having three small children, I had many

problems with childcare but I received

amazing support and the college was flexible which made it possible for me to continue to the end.  

The course not only built my confidence but has given me skills that I can carry through to a future

career. When I began, I wished only for a little but I gained much more. I initially wanted to learn

curtain-making, hoping to do a little sewing at home to make some money. Instead, I discovered

hidden talents for art and design. I have since taken on a course to further my education in interior

design with the long-term plan of becoming a self-employed interior designer.

Without the start, or the support, encouragement and flexibility that the Waterford Adult Education

Centre has given me, I would not have realised the talent, ability or the ambition within me, nor

would I have the confidence to pursue a career. If I can do it, so can you! Just one step at a time

and you might even surprise yourself.”

Anita Oakey wrote the above testimonial for our prospectus in 2008. In 2012, she attended our

Awards Ceremony as a guest speaker to tell us of her new and original interior design venture, Aoki

Interiors, which she had set up the previous year with her husband. Aoki Interiors focuses on

providing a wide range of Interior Design services and it has been featured in publications such as

House & Home, the Irish Times and the Irish Tatler, to name but a few. 

Anita Oakey, Interior Design Graduate and 

owner of Aoki Interiors
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Declan Adams, VTOS Drogheda 

When I left school, I was just gone 16. There’s been many a year gone past since then. Too long, I

thought, to teach an old dog new tricks.

After I was laid off, every job I went for wanted Leaving Cert or Junior Cert or some qualification. I had

none. I could read and write but my spelling was not great and I did not have the confidence to read

aloud because I would stumble over words. I knew that I was not alone in this and that there were other

people with the same problems. When you left school, you started an apprenticeship if you got the

chance, served your time and worked until you retired in the same job, with the same people in the same

company. Well, with the onset of the recession that all changed. Now don’t get me wrong, I did not lose

my job because I could not read so well or spell that good. It was that the work just dried up. No one

coming in the doors, no money coming in, what could my boss do? So we were all laid off.

Then when I got the chance to go back to education, I took it. For someone who left school so early with

no paperwork to say that I’m not a fool and that I have got more to offer than just what I was trained to do,

this was a great chance. Getting the paper work to show that I had done the exams and passed with

honours was one of the best things I have done. It was hard to take the first step, but the first steps are

always the hardest to take. Then you find your feet, then you can walk and then you can run.

My family and friends think that I was very brave to do what I did, going back after so long out of school.

It’s all changed since I was there and you are given the chance to voice what you know and it turns out

I know quite a bit about a lot of things.

I know people who always seemed better than me because they had their Inter Cert’, Junior Cert or

Leaving Cert and I thought they were in a club that I could never get into. Well I have the paperwork

now and it turns out that I’m smarter than some of them.

One man I know told me that what I had done was one of the bravest things that he had heard of in a

long time. I simply said that I did not do it on my own and there were a lot of people in the class that I

thought were braver than me. I could not have done it without the help and understanding of the staff.

It’s thanks to them and the hard work put in by both sides that I did as well as I did.

So thanks for that and thanks to them.

Take the first step. You can do it. If I can, anyone can. The first part is the hard part, getting started, but

it is worth it. 

It’s not about how well you can read or write. It’s about you and how much you want to learn and how

far you want to go. It was 23 years since I was in a classroom and, boy, had it changed. It was not as

big as I remembered and the tables seem to fit just a little better now. But the best thing was that I wanted

to be there.

The teachers are kind and understand that we did not all have a good time in school the first time around.

But as adults we were on the same footing. I found that I could sit a little longer and listen a little more.

I could understand what was being shown to me and could use life examples to understand and explain

things so I could understand better.

It showed me a whole new world that I was afraid to go out into because I had never been shown. It

showed me things that I would never have taken the time to appreciate like the beauty of art galleries,

museums, reading and all sorts of things.

A whole new world was opened up to me and I never looked back. Well just a bit, to wonder why I did

not do it sooner. So go on, give it a go. You will be amazed at what you can do. I know. I did it. (A past

student, and still learning).



Mary O’neill, VTOS Athlone

Mary O’Neill is one of the most outstanding students to have come through Athlone VTOS.

Mary left school with a few Junior Cert subjects to start work as a cleaner at the age of 15. Mary

always wanted to work with people but quickly realised that to fulfil that dream she needed qualifica-

tions.

She joined VTOS and was keen to learn as much as she could, working hard, doing extra classes and

constantly striving to improve herself. Mary successfully passed the ECDL and sat Microsoft Office

specialist examinations. Her determination to achieve was evident when she received a full NSQ Level

5 Information Technology certificate with 12 distinctions! Most people quaked at the thought of having

to do Computer Programming, but Mary took it on as a personal challenge… and won.

Mary was always an enthusiastic, friendly, dedicated student who was very helpful to all the other

students. She has excellent people skills and willingly joined in the social life of the centre taking part

in many charity events.

Mary is now a third year Social Studies student at the AIT and is putting her outstanding people skills

to good advantage. She hopes ultimately to work with troubled young people and show them that

education can indeed change your life. 
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Mary Reidy, Waterford College of Further Education

In 2006, I found myself at a crossroads in life following the loss of both my parents to cancer in 2002

and 2005. An opportunity to participate in the VTOS FETAC Level 5 in Childcare at Waterford College

of Further Education unlocked a world of possibilities. Being part of a community of adult learners

was a fantastic experience. I made many good friends during my time at VTOS and we remain close

to this day. At VTOS I developed a passion for lifelong learning through great instruction by excellent

tutors. 

During my second year at VTOS I was encouraged by the tutors and my family to follow the Access

Route to 3rd Level. I made a CAO application to study on the BSc in Intellectual Disability Nursing at

Waterford Institute of Technology. I always had an interest in Nursing and was now being offered a

chance to follow my dream. I commenced my studies in 2008 and graduated with a First Class

Honours degree in Intellectual Disability Nursing from WIT in 2012.

As a 3rd year undergraduate student I was a successful recipient of a Health Research Board 2011

Summer Student Scholarship. My area of interest was the ‘Symptom Experience for Younger Women

with Breast Cancer’, under the academic supervision of Dr Suzanne Denieffe, at the Department of

Nursing in WIT. Following this research I presented my findings at the 31st International Nursing and

Midwifery Research and Education Conference 2012 at the Royal College of Surgeons in Ireland

Faculty of Nursing and Midwifery. I was awarded the Best Overall Oncology Presentation at the event.

A publication based on the findings of this research has been submitted to a peer reviewed journal

and is currently under review for publication.

I am currently a 2nd year MSc by research student at the Department of Nursing at WIT under the

academic supervision of Dr Suzanne Denieffe and Ms Sinead Foran.  My research area of interest

is ‘Cancer Awareness and Screening in Women with Intellectual Disabilities’. The study is a joint

initiative between the Department of Nursing and the Nursing and Midwifery Planning and

Development Unit. The focus of the study is to improve outcomes for women with intellectual disabil-

ities through the earlier detection and treatment of cancer. 

I have presented the findings of the first phase of the study at the International Association for the

Scientific Study of Intellectual Disabilities Conference in Nijmegen, The Netherlands, and also at the

6th Annual Sibeal Postgraduate Conference at Queen’s University Belfast. The paper ‘Cancer

Screening in Women with Intellectual Disabilities: An Irish Perspective’ is due for publication in March

2014 in the academic Journal of Intellectual Disabilities. I am currently preparing the transfer from

the MSc by Research register to the PhD Register at WIT, and hope to complete my doctoral studies

in October 2015.

This has been my journey since I began in VTOS in September 2006.  I hope this encourages others

who find themselves at a crossroads in life to follow their dreams and enrol on a VTOS course. 
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Ann Marie O’neill R.I.P. VTOS Clonmel

It was with great sadness that management, staff and learners at the C.T.I. in Clonmel learned of the

untimely death in April 2007 of our dear friend Ann Marie O’Neill. After working in Bulmers, Clonmel

for a number of years, Ann Marie decided to return to learning at first on a part-time basis through

the BTEI programme and then progressed to the full-time VTOS programme. She was looking forward

to sitting the Leaving Certificate in 2007 and had completed her Leaving Certificate French oral exami-

nation and her History Special Study before her death.  

She was a very dedicated learner and a great help and support to her fellow learners. Ann Marie was

an inspiration to other people who were considering a return to learning and she has left a lasting

legacy at the C.T.I., Clonmel.  

In a desire to have a lasting memorial for Ann Marie at the C.T.I., two of Ann Marie’s fellow learners

Ann Daly and Elizabeth Kelly, began an initiative to have a memorial bench with a plaque on the

grounds of the C.T.I.  Ann Marie’s husband, Pat and her friends and family were invited to the unveiling

ceremony which was held at the C.T.I. on the 16th of November 2007.  

Erick Hamilton, VTOS new Ross

It is very hard to measure the importance that VTOS has had in my life. An often used metaphor “it’s

been a journey” would be quite an understatement for a number of reasons.

At this moment in time I am nearly finished my third year of a four year Fine Arts degree. Looking

back now from the college window I reflect on the time I had there. It simply would not have been

possible without VTOS – it was there that I discovered what I wanted to do.

It’s an opportunity to be grasped. Learning gives confidence and a chance to develop yourself, to

gain new skills which I’m still using now: but the institution is nothing without the people who keep it

going.

My experience was intense at times, and difficult. The only constant was the people – the tutors and

the lifelong friends I made. When, at times, moments became too hard to bear, it was a smile, a

conversation that kept your head up and kept you going. The encouragement I received to go for

what I wanted contributed to where I am now and where I want to go in the future.

A friend said to me once, “everywhere hands lie open to catch us when we fall.” Whatever way it

manifests itself, it was true of my experience throughout my time as a VTOS student.

VTOS 25 Years: Transformation rough Education
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Gerry Whelan, VTOS Shanagolden  

I worked in the motor industry for twenty seven years as a mechanic. I became unemployed in 2009

after closing down my own business after nine years due to the recession that hit this country. I could

not find employment in my line of work as garages were letting people go all over Limerick. One evening

I was in my brother’s house saying how I was feeling miserable doing nothing. He looked up the internet

to see what courses were available to me in the area of Shanagolden Foynes and came across VTOS

Shanagolden. There was a FETAC Level 5 award in Business Studies; I took down the phone number

and said I would ring the following day.

The next morning I phoned and spoke to Melanie Casey who is the VTOS Co-ordinator  in Shanagolden.

She arranged an interview for that afternoon. I did the interview and was told what the course entailed.

A week later Melanie phoned and told me that I was a successful candidate and I joined VTOS

Shanagolden in September 2011.

When I started the course I hadn’t an idea about computers or some of the other subjects that were

being taught on the course and found this very daunting. I considered dropping out of the course before

Christmas as I was really struggling with reading, writing, maths and computers. Melanie must have

read my mind because one day she asked me to meet her in her office and offered me a life line of extra

help in some of the subjects that I was really struggling with. I jumped at this chance and things started

to get a bit brighter after a couple of weeks, and by Christmas I was flying thanks to this extra help.

As a result I did very well in my exams and this was down to putting in the hard work like doing the

homework and the study that was required of me. No one is asked to do anything that they haven’t learnt

or being shown and you will get out whatever you put in to it and if anyone finds the going difficult all

they have to do is ask for help and they will get it in abundance.

I would like to take this opportunity to thank Melanie and each and every one of the tutors in VTOS

Shanagolden for all their knowledge, help and experience.    

Anna O’Dwyer, VTOS new Ross

Following a spinal injury in the mid 90’s I found myself unable to continue working. I was fed up at home

and not dealing very well with the transition from a busy working life to having no focus to my day. I

heard about a taster programme in Art which was to take place for two weeks in June in the local VTOS

Centre. At this time I had a keen interest in Fine Art (considered myself as Ireland’s Frida Kahlo) and

was considering some further studies in the subject. I was fearful of parting with a lot of money and then

not succeeding if I was to apply for a third level course.

With a lot of fear I headed out for my first day in VTOS. I imagined sitting in desks in rows and the teacher

sitting up at the top of the class in judgement. I feared my feeble attempts to join the ranks of learners

after a lengthy absence would result in failure. Needless to say my fears were unfounded. I completed

the Taster Programme and went on to complete two years at VTOS. I soon discovered Art was not really

my forte. The main experience I took from my two years was a keen interest in how learning occurred

and how teaching methodologies have a profound effect on adult learning outcomes. This set me on

the road to ten years further study and a career in Further Education. I would like to take this opportunity

to thank all at VTOS and wish you all the best for the next 25 years.
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Ciaran McDonagh, VTOS Drogheda 

‘To be or not to be, that is the question…’ This well-known quotation from William Shakespeare would

be a good representation or metaphor for the road, the VTOS programme in Drogheda has allowed

me to travel. I was both fortunate and unfortunate enough to find myself in the position that my

previous employment was no longer a viable option – although this could be considered a contra-

diction in terms. I was unfortunate because a stable and familiar life, that I was both happy with and

comfortable in, was no longer within my reach.

I was in unchartered territory, I found myself having to look at the option of re- educating myself. This

prospect was daunting considering my experiences within the educational setting were varied, to be

polite. I did not consider myself to be in any way academic. I would be more comfortable lying under

a jeep, doing repairs or getting coal for the fire, and so many other things, than being in an educational

and academic environment.

I was fortunate that purely by accident I walked in to VTOS in Drogheda. (I was at a crossroads in

my life and had no wish to continue on the road I had just travelled. This was not because it was a

particularly bad journey, but purely because I was well aware of where that road led.) Thanks to the

VTOS programme in Drogheda. I was to find out that change can be good, and, more importantly, I

became more aware that I was not quite as stupid in an academic context as I once believed I was.

I always felt I had issues around languages and English in particular. To say my confidence in these

areas was low would be an understatement. Nonetheless I ended up in the Liberal Arts programme

in VTOS, mistaken or otherwise. It has afforded me the opportunity to learn so much academically,

but just as importantly, I have the same abilities as anyone else. That is the kind of education and

learning that neither previous experience nor money could buy. I was to find myself completing the

programme in VTOS, despite myself. The support the staff gave me in this regard was immeasurable.

The irony for me lies in the fact that thanks to the dogged determination of all the staff, they had

helped me to adjust to an area of my life, which I had once felt so uncomfortable in. This help, support

and education was to lead me to studying Law in Dublin City University where I currently still attend.

My honestly held belief prior to the programme in VTOS was that “these sort of academic courses

were not meant for people like me”. I was wrong.

I now know that any person can change and adapt areas of their life. I was delighted to be afforded

the opportunity to pass on my thoughts on the 25th anniversary. I wish VTOS 25 more successful

years as I cannot say enough positive things about the VTOS programme, and the major part it and

the staff have played in my education to date. I can only hope that the significant changes that VTOS

Drogheda has helped me make to my life, and my experience will someday benefit others. I hope

that any contribution or change I make in society or in the broader context of Law, now or in the future,

will be as significant as the change in my educational direction that VTOS Drogheda helped me

achieve. I wish you the best of luck in the future and to anyone doubting their ability, just try, what

harm can it do?

Thanks from a grateful student.
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Mark McManus, VTOS Athlone

Mark McManus stood out during his time at Athlone VTOS for

his dedication, enthusiasm, determination and sheer hard

work.

Mark came to Athlone VTOS with some Junior Certificate

subjects but had a desire to improve his education. He had

worked as a Security Guard and while he was glad to have a

job, always felt that he wanted something more for himself.

He joined VTOS with a great interest in technology and studied

hard, until at the end of two years he received a full FETAC

Level 5 certificate in Information Technology. 

After that, he progressed to Athlone Institute of Technology to

study for a further four years in Software Design and Web

Development. He finally now has a Bachelor of Science

Honours degree.

Mark always worked hard, was pleasant and co-operative and

was delighted to get a second chance at education, which he

has put to good use. He is a great ambassador for Athlone

VTOS and is always encouraging other potential students to

call into VTOS and take that first step on the road to self-

improvement.

Mark is a fine example of how hard work, enthusiasm and

dedication can change a person’s life for the better. Mark has

a great future ahead of him.

Sylwia Polinska, VTOS Bunclody

At the beginning I didn’t realise how great the course in VTOS Bunclody would be for me. As a

speaker of another language I found huge support and understanding, which helped me to break

down some barriers. 

I’ve met great people and teachers, and I can always rely on them. The course and its subjects are

well organised. We do interesting projects that sometimes involve the entire group, which is

challenging. We learn how to achieve our goals and we can always ask for help. I have become more

confident, and I am better prepared to find a job. The most important thing for me is that I’ve got a

chance to learn and gain new experience. I can improve my English every day and increase my quali-

fications. It is a nice and friendly place, like the place you want to always come back to. 

Big thanks to you for that!  
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Denis Murphy, VTOS new Ross 

After being unemployed for some time and the jobs market looking bleak, I decided to look for some

way to improve my prospects. The only avenue open to me was further education. After searching the

options I came across the FETAC Level 4 course that was available at VTOS in New Ross. I went to the

centre to enquire about the course and was given a friendly, helpful and informative insight from Miranda,

the course Co-ordinator, as to what the course was all about. I was told that while it may not be quite

the right level for me, I was welcome to attend.

The first week attending the course confirmed that I made a great choice. My knowledge of and expertise

in some aspects of the course such as maths and computing was balanced by other subjects such as

art, cooking and woodwork, which I didn’t know very much about. 

The tutors of each subject delivered the course content in an easy and understandable way for all

students of different levels of ability. They, along with Miranda and other staff, indirectly involved with

the course, were approachable throughout the year. This wasn’t only in regards to course content but

also to aid or provide information with regards personal issues. There was always a good atmosphere

at the centre and it was a pleasure to attend.

Ultimately all the staff members were there to ensure the betterment of each student with their education.

What each student learned would indirectly be a step towards furthering their education and/or finding

employment once they completed the course. Towards the end of my first year of the two year course,

it was apparent to the people involved with the course and me, that it was too basic for my needs and I

was encouraged to look to Third Level education and college to better myself. 

Before I joined the course I wouldn’t have been confident that I could have been able to attend college

or even think I could qualify to get into it. Again, everyone was extremely helpful in providing information,

giving assistance and giving me the confidence to apply for college. I applied to CAO as a mature

student, was successful in my application and I left VTOS without completing the second year.

I am now a second year student at Waterford IT studying Applied Computing and would like to say that

without the support, resources and assistance that I received from VTOS I wouldn’t be where I am today.

I would like to thank everyone at New Ross VTOS for the encouragement to help me achieve my goals.
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Denise Blake, VTOS Ennis 

“You could start a restaurant in any town with the

standard within this book” said Michael Vaughan,

President of the Irish Hotels Federation, when he

launched the “VTOS Kitchen 2013” cookery book in

Ennis, Co. Clare in May 2013. He was the main

speaker at the launch of the recipe book compiled

by the learners in Ennis VTOS. The book was spear-

headed by Nora McGurrin, Cookery Teacher. The

idea for the book came from the cookery class

group, who were taking cookery classes to gain or

improve their cooking skills. It was a non-certified

cookery class but the class had to have a product at

the end of it, not only were their cookery skills to

improve but they had to have something concrete to

show for their efforts.

The book was the result of many hours of researching dishes, flavours, textures and ingredients.

Every Friday afternoon the class would cook and give samples to anyone who was willing and eager

to critique their efforts. The collection of recipes in the book is the result of this process.

Once the recipes were decided upon, the process of putting the book together began. This is where

the Art and Graphic Design Department, led by Andrew Newland, came into play. Denise Blake, a

2nd year Graphic Design Student, took on the designing of the book as her final project for the

Graphic Design module. She produced a vibrant, colourful, professional piece of work as is evidenced

by looking at the final product. Photos for the book were taken by both the participants, their teacher

Nora, and also by Stephen Moore a first year Graphic student. 

Denise had spent a number of years working in the Catering Industry prior to joining Ennis VTOS.

She came on VTOS to retrain, get new skills and qualifications. Her long term goal was to get a third

level qualification so that she would have a better quality of life, greater chances and ultimately more

time to spend with her daughter.

Denise worked very hard during her two years on VTOS. Denise took on new subject areas such as:

Design, Drawing, Sculpture, Photography, Graphic Design Skills, Computer Applications, Word

Processing and Desktop Publishing. Whilst on VTOS, she also did a module on Work Experience

and worked with a local Printing and Design Company. She ultimately got two major awards at FETAC

Level 5: Art Craft and Design and Graphic Design.

Not only did Denise take on new subjects she also made lifelong friends. At the end of her course of

study on VTOS she was offered two places in two different third level colleges. The course she

ultimately accepted was a BA (Hons) in Design in Visual Communications in the Midlands.

Denise says of her time on VTOS: “It provided me with the opportunity to explore new options, to

return to education and meet new people. As a mature student and single mother, VTOS provided

me with lots of support, especially with childcare, which made it possible for me to thrive and enjoy

my time on VTOS. I decided on the Art and Graphic Design course because I always enjoyed art in

school. I loved the subjects on VTOS especially the drawing, painting and design classes with Andrew

who gave us projects which were interesting and challenging creatively and made us think about
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things. The Sculpture and Photography classes with Colin were also a favourite. When I was applying

to colleges I had a great portfolio with a variety of work to be proud of. 

To get ready for college I took extra computer classes and worked my way up to Word NSQ Level 6

which helped me with my computer skills and Vivienne also taught us about citation and referencing

which is so useful in college. I was able to choose courses that would help me with my Graphic Design

career such as Desktop Publishing with Eileen and learnt about all the design elements that go into

publishing and printing. Communications with Dominica was so scary at first, especially the public

speaking side of it, but with her encouragement and help it has been a valuable skill for me to learn

as Graphic Design is all about communication and talking in front of people.

The work experience module with Louise allowed me to research myself and what kind of career I

would be suited to. It helped me research the different avenues I could take, work, college etc. this

allowed me to choose the best course for me-the third level. Jacinta in career guidance helped me

fill out the applications form. Brenda and Irene were always there for a chin wag and a cup of coffee

which is very important also. 

I am now in my second semester and only a few months away from finishing first year. The skills I

learnt on VTOS helped me take on the challenges of college life and it has made it easier for me to

adjust. I am able to tackle projects without worrying “can I do this?” The warm and supportive staff

members on Ennis VTOS have shown me that I can. Talking to other students in my class who have

attended VTOS in different parts of the country our conclusion is that it is life changing and none of

us would be where we are today only for it. 

The highlight of Ennis VTOS for me was being able to combine my two passions, cooking and graphic

design, in the collaboration with Nora and her cookery class on the cookery book. What a great

learning experience and challenge it was for me. It reinforced to me that I had chosen the right career

path. The best part was I got to know amazing and inspiring people by doing this. 

Only now do I realise the valuable skills I learnt on VTOS and I am so glad that I am getting to use

and build upon them. My hat goes off to Helen – she is my idol, I can still hear her words of wisdom

and encouragement. Helen co-ordinates an amazing team on Ennis VTOS which has enabled me to

spread my wings and fly.

Ennis VTOS Cookery Class 2013 
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David O’Brien, VTOS Drogheda 

I’m 41 years of age and I was an early school leaver.

I’ve always worked through the years, turning my

hand to different jobs here and there. In 2012 when I

found myself redundant for almost a year, I applied for

jobs but with not much success. I decided I needed to

do something constructive with my time. I didn’t get to

do my Leaving Cert first time around. So, when I saw

an ad’ in my local paper for places in my local VTOS

centre I thought that this was the perfect opportunity

for me.

I approached the Louth/Meath Education & Training

Board in King St., Drogheda and from the moment I

entered the building I was met with encouragement,

respect and good advice informing me of my options

and choices. All of my worries about returning to

education soon dissolved. After talking with them I

was actually getting excited about the return, getting

back out and meeting like-minded people and bettering myself.

We have all been to school in the past and have our own memories of that time. But let me assure

you, many things have changed in the classroom since then. One thing that astounded me was the

amount of help that was offered to me time and time again in the form of one-to-one tutoring, extra

classes or extra work/text books; it was so encouraging to me. The tutors really want to get you

through the term and to complete with the best results possible.

I feel very lucky to have been given the chance to return to education. In a world where strict or

restrained budgets often dictate a country’s services, welfares and standards of education, I feel we

really need to be thankful for, and avail of, these services. Realising the fantastic opportunity I had

been given I embraced it, giving my attendance, participation and my Leaving Cert studies 100%. I

finished with some of the best grades in my school and in doing so achieved an academic excellence

award.  This really made my year complete and is one of the proudest moments of my life to date. I

have continued my studies in Dundalk Institute of Technology studying a subject that has always

been of interest to me – Culinary Arts. 

As a result of this, I have secured part time work with the guarantee of full time employment on my

college completion. So I think it’s fair to say that returning to education has turned me from being a

very pessimistic person into being a very optimistic person - the future is much brighter now. While

attending my school in King Street, Drogheda, I remember reading the line ‘education will set you

free’. Those words never left me. I often think of them and repeat them in my mind when I’m under

pressure doing assignments or trying to find the time to study. So, if you find yourself at a crossroads

in life and education is an option for you don’t pass it up, grab it with both hands and it may set YOU

free.
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Pat Rynne, VTOS Shanagolden   

In December 2009, I was made redundant from my job as a warehouse supervisor for a furniture distri-

bution company. I spent the next 18 months looking for work and I applied for numerous jobs without

any success. 

After all this time at home I applied for a Book-keeping and Payroll course in Newcastle West for a period

of 16 weeks. I enjoyed doing this course so much that I then applied for the VTOS course in Shanagolden

Education Centre as I felt I needed a career change and to retrain to take a different path in life.

I started the course in September 2011 and the duration of the course was 2 years. If I am honest I was

going to leave the course at Christmas 2011 as I felt it was not for me, but I decided to stick with it for

another couple of months. I am glad now that I stayed for the 2 years as it is the best thing I ever did. I

discovered that I had an interest in numbers and I really took to the book-keeping and accounting side

of the course.

Upon leaving the course, I had accomplished distinctions in 15 subjects which far exceeded my own

expectations. I feel that it was the help from the tutors that enabled me to achieve this and the support

from Melanie Casey the VTOS Co-ordinator  was gratefully appreciated at times. 

Since leaving in June 2013, I applied for an Internship with an accountancy firm and was successful in

securing the position and all going well this should lead to full time employment. I would highly

recommend this course to anyone who has come to a crossroads in life and would like to try something

new. 

Ann Brennan,VTOS Shanagolden   

When I drove through the gates of VTOS Shanagolden I was no longer Mrs Brennan, nor was I Nana

or Mam. Here I was, Ann, a student.

I met each daily challenge head on. The kind and patient tutors were great. I worked hard. Prior to VTOS,

computers scared me. Now I can skype and search the web.  

I will never put a comma or full stop in the wrong place again!  

I can paint a ceiling, paint a wall and carpet a floor and can cost it – well on paper anyway – thanks to

maths class.

Today I spent an hour and a half with a phone service provider resolving a bill. Thanks to customer

service class, my mobile phone got red and hot but I kept my cool and got a successful conclusion.

Prior to VTOS I would have “shut up and paid up”.

I had a lovely time learning new skills. My confidence was restored in myself.  I meet each day head on

now. I learned to deal with problems. I am my own woman now, with a bank of new ideas and knowledge.  

Thanks to the wonderful art tutor, my walls are heaving with Miro, Matisse and Jack Donovan images.

At my graduation my kids were so proud of me. They have often invited me back to visit Shanagolden;

well, I must have done something right while I was there!
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Louise Heffernan, VTOS Kilmallock

‘What VTOS meant to me’: I left school when I was 16

years old, with Junior Certificate as my only qualification.

When I was in my 30s my life changed. I met the Co-

ordinator of the local VTOS centre in the social welfare

office, handing out leaflets. That is when my life changed.

I applied, started a few weeks later and haven’t looked

back since. 

I completed 14 modules over the next 2 years, both in the

Business/Computer Applications and Childcare areas.

VTOS is where I received the encouragement to reach my

full potential.  Nearing the end of my time in VTOS I was

encouraged to go further. I applied to LIT to do an Honours

Degree in Social Care. 

I was given advice on filling in the CAO form and prepared for interview. I have since graduated with a Level

8 honours degree. This would never have been possible without the basic computer skills and the praise

and encouragement I got during my two years in VTOS. On completion of my degree I applied to Mary

Immaculate College and have been accepted to do a NSQ Level 9 course in Adult & Further Education. 

If you had told me 10 years ago that I would have achieved all this, I would have laughed at you and said

it was not possible. And it wasn’t possible. Not for the girl that left school at 16, but it was very possible

for the woman that walked into VTOS 6 years ago. VTOS is the gateway to achieving anything you want

to do. I am living proof of that. I thank God every day for sending me to the dole office on that day.

Jane Maguire, VTOS Bunclody

I chose to study at the VTOS Centre Bunclody as I had been out of work for a number of years and was

looking to get back into the work place, however, I knew that I would need to upgrade all my skills and

gain new experience.

The course suits me perfectly as it is a lovely educational environment. There is a lovely group of

students and, as I have been raising my family, it is lovely to come into the centre and have adult

company. 

The teachers are very nice and help you in any way that they can. I have project work time within my

week which allows me to do all assignments within the facility and to be able to use the computers and

Internet to look up what is needed for a particular assignment.

There are a wide range of subjects available. Last year I studied Visual Arts, a topic that I would never

have thought of even trying. The VTOS Centre and the subjects are opening new horizons for me.

The fact that there is work experience available to me this year is really great. It’s a lovely feeling on

Friday mornings to walk into my work experience. The fact that they have me in a job environment that

is well suited to me and my experience gives me great confidence.  

To me that is what VTOS should be for everyone, a great confidence boost showing that you are worth

something to someone in the working environment. The teachers and other students help each other

out in any way that they can which creates a lovely environment in which to study and grow as a person.
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Frank Brady, VTOS Mullingar 

I am a married man with three teenage children. I have earned my living in the construction sector for

most of my working life. I have been in constant employment for most of that time but, when the recession

arrived, I found myself redundant and surplus to requirements. Initially I was able to spend quality time

with my family and attend to little jobs around the house which had been placed on the long finger, but

this was not to last as I knew that I would have to find something to occupy myself and increase my

chances of gaining employment. In my mind I had two choices; emigration or education, and, as I did

not want to emigrate, I made the decision to return to education. This was not easy as I had left school

at the age of fifteen with no formal qualifications, but after some research on the options I decided to

embark on a VTOS course. I am very lucky to have a wife and family who are very supportive and without

whom my return to education would not have been possible.

The two year VTOS course in Mullingar proved to be a steep learning curve. During the first year I

became reacquainted with Maths, Business Studies and Communications which was a terrific confidence

builder, and there were also subjects that were new to me such as Art and Stained Glass Design which

I enjoyed tremendously. I also successfully completed the ECDL. I found the course to be very helpful

and I also enjoyed the social aspect as I have made many new friends and I found that this was ideal

for someone like me who has been absent from education for over thirty years. Coming to the end of

the first year in VTOS on completion of exams and projects, I was required to decide on which path I

wanted to progress. There were five possible pathways, but as I had gained a passion for art and all

things design during my first year and, with the advice that I received from my tutors, I decided to focus

my ambitions in that direction.

Second year in VTOS was quite challenging as there were more modules to complete. My goal was to

achieve a Major Design award and gain access to a third level institution to pursue a degree course with

a design aspect. So, I applied to Athlone Institute of Technology through the CAO system for their Design

(Visual Communications) course. Throughout the second year in VTOS I gained new skills in Drawing,

Design, Mixed Media, Stained Glass Design and Web Design along with Communication Skills, DTP

and Word Processing. As part of the criteria for the AIT Design course I was required to prepare a

portfolio of work and present it at an interview in the college. Portfolio preparation was done with the

grateful help of my art and design tutor Breda O’Donohoe and on the day of the interview my portfolio

of work was to be accepted and I received maximum points. I was informed that there would be a place

for me there and I was absolutely delighted.

On completion of the two year course at VTOS I have achieved a Level 5 Certificate in Design with

Distinction and am currently studying Design (Visual Communications) in Athlone IT. I thoroughly enjoyed

my time there and I found the learning environment to be excellent and I would have no hesitation in

recommending this centre of learning to anybody who is thinking about returning to education. Thanks

to VTOS I have gained a very good grounding for further study and discovered new talents within me

which I did not know existed. This has opened up new prospects for me and has been one of the best

decisions that I have made in my life and I would like to take this opportunity to express my appreciation

to all of the tutors and management at VTOS Mullingar.
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Michael Power, VTOS nenagh 

My journey back to education began a few years
ago. It was on a dark wet October night when I
arrived at the front door of the school in Roscrea
to meet a woman I did not know and tell her
about my reading and writing problems. It was
terrifying to have to go public and tell people
about your reading and writing problems in your
thirties. I progressed from one-to-one tuition to
being in a class with other learners with problems
like me. We met every Wednesday night in
Teach an Léinn in Nenagh. It is during this time I
was made redundant. I was aware there was a full-time course for adults in Teach an Léinn so with the
support of my wife and two children I decided to apply for the two year, full-time course VTOS.

People say that life begins at 40, for me it was when I started in Teach an Léinn in my thirties. At first I did
not know what to expect but after a week or two it was clear that I was getting a second chance to do
something I always dreamt about – going back to sit my Junior and Leaving Cert’. Passing my exams was
one of the proudest moments of my life.

Now looking back I smile about the great times I had and the fantastic people I met – both fellow students
and great teachers. I often have to hold back the tears when I think about what I achieved over the two years.
I could talk to my teachers on a first name basis and ask for and get help. My Maths teacher introduced me
to algebra – I did not know what it meant before I started. Art was a subject that was a big interest to me, in
particular abstract art which let me express a side I didn’t know I had. I was not great at drawing the oranges
and apples! 

Using a computer for me was a big problem, I had no experience whatsoever. Now I was being taught the
skills to use and communicate by e-mail.

I loved to listen to Irish but was not able to understand or speak it. During my time in Teach an Léinn I sat my
Junior Cert Irish. On two occasions I went to the Gaeltacht for a weekend and to be able to speak Irish (even
though it may have been broken Irish) was one of the many highlights.

English was a big worry for me. This was my weak subject (none of them were too strong) and I had never
read a book in my life. I did not know what to make of poetry, I remember reading my first book for my Leaving
Cert English and wondering would I be able to remember in class the next day. To my surprise I found myself
sucked into the story and debating it in class. I went and bought that book since and enjoyed reading it again.
My English teacher took me into the world of reading and understanding of poetry that will live with me
forevermore. As part of my course I had to complete work experience in St. Anne’s in Roscrea, a centre for
people with intellectual disabilities. 

After my time with VTOS I completed a year in college in Thurles Institute of Technology during which I
worked part-time with St. Anne’s. After I finished in Thurles I was offered a full time position as a care staff
worker.

After my time in Teach an Léinn I was nominated as a student representative on the National Executive of
the National Adult Literacy Agency (NALA). It was an honour for me to represent other learners. It was during
this journey that my confidence grew, telling other learners about my experiences and encouraging them to
come the road I have come.

Just writing about what I have done, I ask myself have I really done this. Going back to do a VTOS course
for me has changed my life completely.

I can’t thank enough all those involved for giving me this opportunity. To the tutors and staff in Teach an Léinn
I will be forever grateful for the help and encouragement given to me during my time. To the people who
helped me on this journey, I say a very big THANK YOU!
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Denis Dennehy, VTOS Killarney  

Personal Background: Like many of my school friends, I left school after my

Junior Certificate in 1989 at the age of sixteen. Directionless, I found

employment in the hotel industry where I worked as a chef for almost seven

years. Although I received formal training in culinary skills, I was unhappy

and moved to Switzerland for fifteen months to escape my life in Ireland. As

time passed, I slowly realised that leaving school at such a young age had

impacted negatively on my mental health and well-being. I had developed

a negative view of myself and the world, as well as lacking the skills and

confidence to realise my potential. 

Upon my return to Ireland in 1996, I heard about ‘second chance education programmes’ and that there

was a centre called Killarney VTOS where adults could do their Leaving Certificate as a two-year full-

time programme. Returning to education at the age of twenty four years was both daunting and embar-

rassing.  

Although returning to education was daunting, I was hopeful that this opportunity would be my second

chance. I arranged to meet with the Killarney VTOS Programme Co-ordinator, Mike Garner.  During this

meeting with Mike, I was expecting him to say that I was not suitable for the course, but instead he said

“I think you would really benefit from this course and we would love to have you join the programme”. I

could never have imagined how this opportunity would gradually transform the direction of my life and

empower me to realise my potential.

I will always remember my first week at the centre. Hearing staff and students discussing Leaving

Certificate subjects, college courses and career opportunities was a surreal experience; as prior to this

I never imagined myself discussing such topics as I had low expectations for myself. Nevertheless, I

knew this was the right place for me as there was a positive energy in the centre and the people I encoun-

tered were full of hope and excitement at the world of possibilities. 

The decision to return to education was a positive one; however, my low self-worth hampered my

progress at times in Killarney VTOS. Yet the staff at the centre always believed in me and encouraged

me not to give up on myself. Even during some very dark and difficult moments, the staff provided me

with extra classes; they encouraged me to read the national newspapers to develop my reading and

writing skills and were there for me in a non-judgemental and supportive role. During my time at the

centre, the staff encouraged me to attend an introduction to computers course which enabled me to

complete the European Computer Driving Licence (ECDL).The ‘positive student experience’ of Killarney

VTOS enabled me to study six Leaving Certificate subjects (e.g. 3 Higher subjects and 3 Ordinary

subjects) and to successfully sit the Leaving Certificate examination in 1998. 

Having achieved this milestone in my life, I decided to take an eighteen month break from study in order

to focus on my personal development before pursuing a course at third level. The positive student

experience of Killarney VTOS combined with my interests in business and computers were the key

factors when choosing the BSc in Business Information Systems degree programme with the Business

Information Systems department at University College Cork (UCC). 
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In 2000, I commenced the BSc in Business Information Systems degree programme with the Business

Information Systems department at UCC. I have since attained the following qualifications:

• 2004 - BSc Business Information Systems

• 2005 - Postgraduate Diploma in Career Guidance and Counselling

• 2010 - MComm (Research Masters - Business Information Systems) 

• 2014 - PhD (Business Information Systems - expected completion date August 2014) 

I have presented my research at international conferences in Ireland, Luxembourg, Denmark and

Singapore. In addition, I have published my research in international journals and wrote a chapter for a

forthcoming book being published by Cambridge Publishers entitled “Innovation for Financial Services:

a dual ambiguity”. 

As part of my PhD, I have received the following two awards:

• Best Academic Paper Award at the 2013 Innovation for Financial Services conference in Singapore.

• Winner of the Inter Trade Ireland Marion McAneney Graduate Research Award in 2012. This national

award acknowledges excellence in reviewing academic literature on any aspect of innovation and

identifying gaps in our understanding.

After completing the Postgraduate Diploma in Career Guidance and Counselling in 2005, I travelled to

Mombasa, Kenya to work as a volunteer. I lived there until mid-2008 working as a Project Manager for

a local charity called the Muslim Education and Welfare Association (MEWA) and for a US based organ-

isation called Foundation for Sustainable Development (FSD). During this time I worked closely with

families living in Kongowea slum and became active in promoting and securing local and international

sponsorships for students to progress to secondary level education as this is not free in Kenya and is

out of the reach for families living in Kongowea. The experiences of Kenya were the motivating factors

to carry out a research masters which examined the role of Knowledge Management systems in the

context of International development.

VTOS 25 Years: Transformation rough Education
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Sean Collier, VTOS Drogheda 

Seems a long time ago now, but I remember my first day as if it was yesterday, in the then old St

Peter’s Centre where the VTOS was situated. I was so nervous; at the ripe old age of forty eight and

had lost my job six months previously.

I left school at just fourteen and had just the bare essentials. I was lucky enough to get work soon

afterwards and was never out of work until this period in my life. There was very little chance of getting

work at my age with no qualifications. I saw an advert in the local paper inviting people to return to

study, so I applied.

My first class was with five women of various age groups whom I admired for their commitment to

getting educated, as most of them were rearing children and working part time as well.

From that first day, where I was made feel at ease, I enjoyed every minute of my two years in VTOS.

We had the most marvellous teachers who made sure we did not get left behind in any subject, and

believe me I was one of the ones who needed the most attention and I  got it on every level. I partic-

ularly remember Josephine who taught me History and French, and of course Liz, who taught me

English. 

Two years later I did my Leaving Cert in English, Maths, History, French, Accounting and passed

them all with all straight “A”s. It was such a boost to my confidence at the time, I really felt a different

person. During those two years I also learned to operate a computer and passed all my exams. When

I started I didn’t even know how to switch a computer on.

Elizabeth and Josephine encouraged me to keep going and move on to college. I applied to Dundalk

Institute of Technology (DKIT) and was accepted after an interview. There I studied Business and

Accounting for three years and achieved an ordinary degree in Business and became a Bachelor of

Accounting & Finance.

College was tough; I missed the attention that I received from the teachers in VTOS but gradually I

settled in, and enjoyed my years there but I had to work hard.

After I left college I applied for a number of positions and landed a good job in an Insurance Loss

Assessing company. I had completed some summer work for them during my years at college and

acquired a full time position almost immediately. I became their marketing manager after six months.

After two years there, I left to take up a position in a new company that my son had set up called A1

Claims Assessors. He is a building surveyor and works as an Insurance Loss Assessor. I soon

became a Loss Assessor myself and continue to work with my son, John, to the present day. The

business is flourishing despite the recession.

I am sixty two now and will continue working as long as I’m able and have no intention of retiring at

sixty six – all this because I attended a Return to Study programme known as VTOS. If I can be of

any help to anyone who is thinking of returning to study, please don’t hesitate to contact me.

Thank you all so much and many congratulations on 25 years.
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noreen Moroney, VTOS Clonmel

I am very proud to be a past pupil of the Tipperary

Education and Training Board VTOS Programme

at the C.T.I., Senior College in my home town of

Clonmel, Co. Tipperary.

From 1999-2001, I spent two of the most

personally challenging but rewarding years of my

life attending the VTOS Leaving Certificate

Programme under the support and encour-

agement of the VTOS Co-ordinator Michael

Corbett and his team of dedicated colleagues and

teachers.

How did I get here?

It is with regret that the poor results of my original

Leaving Certificate in 1980 left me educationally

unequipped and unprepared for successful

employment prospects in what’s commonly known

as the ‘Big Bad World’.  

Without a decent education I felt my options were extremely limited. I went from pillar to post in low

paying jobs with no prospects and certainly no pride.

The most regretful part of it all was that I knew I could have done so much better had I put in even the

minimum of effort. But it was too late, as I thought. My wasted chance! My missed opportunity! My

own fault!

In 1985 I got married and was blessed with four beautiful children. I loved being a mother, and still do,

but regretted not having academically pushed myself to my fullest potential. It was like a disability, a

dark cloud over who I was, but more importantly, who I could potentially have been, had I applied

myself properly the first time around.

How could I have been so foolish and naïve not listening to my teachers, my parents, my peers? But

no, I knew it all.  I was going to get on so well without a decent education. Who needs an education?

Not me surely? I was way too busy partying and having fun. After all, education was for ‘nerds’ and

‘study freaks’. Certainly not for me!

So how well did ‘Miss know it all’ get on with a poor Leaving Certificate? Did I get to join my friends in

the Civil Service? No. In the ‘good’ jobs such as ‘Banking’? No. Or Nursing jobs? No. How unfor-

giveable of me to even think I would ‘ever’ have a teaching job. These jobs were so far out of my

reach. 

I can still remember to this day exactly where I was when I overheard two ladies talking in the super-

market. They were discussing their second chance opportunity via the VTOS Centre at the C.T.I. in

Clonmel. I couldn’t believe my luck. I immediately enrolled in the VTOS Adult Education Leaving

Certificate Programme. I was ready for the challenge and was very excited to be back in school under

the VTOS Scheme.
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There were approximately twelve mature students in the class. All of us were there this time because we

wanted to. The atmosphere was so positive in the classroom. The class was built on mutual respect,

regardless of age, gender, and social background. No longer was education shoved down our throats.

Instead it was a haven of support and encouragement through and through.

For the first time, History was discussed as a story. Geography was taught by one of the most knowl-

edgeable men I have ever had the privilege to know. Whilst I found Maths the most challenging, I

eventually passed them. French was where I eventually found the meaning of the song ‘Voulez-vous

couchez avec moi, ce soir’ meant.

We worked hard, but we laughed a lot and had great fun within the learning process, especially in our

local adaptation of the Easter Passion.

One of the highlights for me was our school tour to Prague. It was amazing. Some of us even brought

home our own Child of Prague, but that’s a different story!!!

My happiness shone through with the results I got from my Leaving Certificate with VTOS. I was so very

proud of my achievement. It gave me back my self-value and my self-worth. So much so, that I now had

the confidence to apply for a position in Tipperary Institute and got accepted for a place on the Bachelor

of Business Studies Degree Programme. This was a huge bonus for me because having the third level

college located in Clonmel meant that I could still be there for my family and not have to travel.

After successfully graduating from Tipperary Institute I was finally able to apply to Hibernia College to

complete my Higher Diploma in Primary Education. This was my dream. This was the real reason I

returned to education. I am so privileged to be working with these young children, the most vulnerable in

our society. As I said my dream has come true, mainly because of the grounding, self-confidence, and

self-belief I experienced by returning to the VTOS Centre in Clonmel.

I am forever grateful to my family and friends without whose continuous encouragement and support my

return to learning would not have been possible; to Michael Corbett, the VTOS Staff and the Tipperary

Education and Training Board for realising the absolute need in the education system to give people like

me a second chance.

What I didn’t realise at the time was the positive effect my returning to education had on my children, in

particular my son Conor, now almost 24 years old. Like me, Conor had not made the best choices in

secondary school. He spent a year in Australia where he realised for himself employers had chosen the

educated and qualified young men over the ones with less education. This was a wakeup call for Conor.

Upon his return from Australia, he enrolled, like me, on the Leaving Certificate programme at the VTOS

Centre, C.T.I. Senior College in Clonmel. His experience there was again one of support and motivational

positivity. Last June 2013 he sat his exams and with his impressive results, especially in Maths, he is

now serving his time as a first year Electrical Apprentice in Intel, Lexlip, Co Kildare.  

To say second chance education played a key role in the growth and development of my personal family

is an understatement. If it did this for me, just look at the endless possibilities it can do for you.

If you feel the education system may have robbed you of the ability to reach your own potential, please

remember that you are never too old to start learning. The life-long learning process is exactly that – life-

long. In this short life that we have, we deserve the very best life opportunities that come our way. It is up

to us to take the first step.

We can do it. IS FÉIDIR LINN! 
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Iris Meade, VTOS Gorey

Iris Meade enrolled on the FETAC Level 5 Business Award which was a two year course, at VTOS

Gorey in 2006, as a mature student. Iris never had the opportunity to attend full time education at

this level before and was unemployed. Iris saw the course as an opportunity to acquire an official

qualification in Business skills that would help her find gainful employment. Whilst doing the course,

Iris participated in some of the creative subjects offered at the centre: art, metalwork and woodwork

and she thoroughly enjoyed them. When Iris was younger she loved art and by doing it again at

VTOS it ignited that interest. With encouragement from the teachers and Co-ordinator, Iris decided

to continue her studies to the next level. In 2008 Iris went on to study a BA Honours Degree in Art for

four years at I.T. Carlow, Wexford Campus. During that time, Iris used the many skills that she

obtained from VTOS, especially the computer skills and essay writing skills. She referred to having

these skills as so beneficial for studying at third level.

During her degree she got heavily involved in the Community Based Learning module and produced

a documentary on the Men’s shed in Maudlintown, Wexford Town (a boat building project) which was

launched by Minister Brendan Howlin in November 2012. Iris graduated with a first class honours

degree. In 2013, Iris was awarded an Emerging Artist Award from the Wexford Co. Council and Studio

Nine and had an exhibition in January 2013. 

With a growing interest in Community and Adult Education, Iris went onto the National University of

Ireland Maynooth and received a 2:1 in her H.Dip in Adult and Community Education. Iris is currently

working as a part time administrator and hopes to pursue her aspiration to teach other adult learners

in the future. VTOS Gorey opened up so many opportunities that Iris could have never imagined and

her confidence has gone from strength to strength. 

Rosa Bray, VTOS Abbeyleix 

My name is Rosa Bray, I will be 57 this year and I work for Laois County Council. When I was 40

(1997) I went back to school to do my Leaving Cert’. It was always something I wanted to do as I had

to leave school when I was 14 and get a job. It wasn't easy as I had to juggle a husband and three

sons one of whom was doing his Leaving Cert at the same time but it was so fulfilling and rewarding.

After my first day in school in the Further Education Centre in Abbeyleix I came home and made

myself a cup of tea, put my head down on the kitchen table and fell asleep. Trying to concentrate for

so long when I wasn't used to it, and nerves, had me exhausted. The teachers were so helpful and

kind. I completed my Leaving Certificate in 1998 and stayed on at the Centre to do Business

Administration NCVA Level 2. I was lucky and got a place on a community scheme and from there I

went on to Laois County Council. Going back to do my Leaving Certificate was a great decision and

one I am so glad I had the courage to take.  
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Mary Hurley, VTOS Killarney

As an adult in my late twenties I was constantly heard whining about not having

any qualifications to my name. Eventually, instead of sitting on my laurels, I

decided to do something about it. I enrolled on the local VTOS course in

Killarney, where over two years I was able to study for my Leaving Certificate.

My experience in VTOS was so positive and powerful that it changed the whole

course of my life.  

Adult education is based on an environment of trust and respect among students

and teachers, which allows the student to relax and concentrate on achieving

their learning goals. Teachers in this environment have empathy and patience and are considerate of

the different needs of each adult learner. This environment also allows the student’s personal devel-

opment to take shape, as they can become aware themselves of their own strengths and weaknesses.

To say I enjoyed my time in VTOS would be an understatement: at the end of my two years there I

aspired to be like them, my role models: the teachers in adult education.  

I received all the encouragement I needed from VTOS to go on to Further Education and, after success-

fully completing my Leaving Certificate, I was offered a place in the ITT to study for a degree in e-

Business. This course was four years long, and I completed it in 2004, being awarded a first-class

honours degree. As part of my degree course I had to do three months’ work experience and again,

VTOS came to the rescue and allowed me to do my experience with them. Completing my work

experience here clarified for me that adult education was the area I wanted to work in. So, in September

2004, clutching my very valued qualifications, I entered the world of adult education, only this time as a

tutor with Kerry Education Services, not as a student.

To say that the journey was without its trials and tribulations would be a lie: with three children and a

husband to look after there were certainly hair-pulling moments! But I can honestly say that it has all

been worth it. In fact, my belief and value in lifelong learning is so strong that in September 2007 I began

my Graduate Diploma in Adult and Continuing Education with Mary Immaculate College, Limerick, to

get my teaching qualification. I finished that in May 2008, with a much valued first-class honour in it.

Again, this love of learning was born at the beginning of my journey in Killarney VTOS and has seen me

through right to the end. I have taken great pride over the years in the fact that I helped to encourage

other adults back into adult education where they could see the difference it would make to their lives.

I consider myself to be a living advocate of lifelong learning, and proof that it can be done, regardless

of life circumstances.

My personal highlight to date in this amazing journey has to be when I was redeployed to teach in

Killarney VTOS in January 2011, where for me this story first began. The feeling of achievement at

having come full circle and to be able to stand beside the wonderful teachers who inspired me initially

to believe in myself and follow my dream, is for me the pinnacle of success.
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Lucia Domoradova, VTOS WAEC (Waterford Adult Education Centre)   

Lucia attended the Fashion Design &

Accessories Course (2010-2012) in the

Waterford Adult Education Centre (WAEC)

under the Vocational Training Opportunities

Scheme and she graduated with a FETAC

Level 5 in Fashion Design. Lucia has

acknowledged how important  the Fashion

Design & Accessories course and VTOS

has been in giving the skills, confidence and

the contacts to start her own business,

“Lutsia” in 2013. The Waterford Adult

Education Centre has worked in partnership

with the Waterford City Enterprise Board

(WCEB) to offer group workshops to our second year students who are interested in starting their

own business. After graduating, Lucia continued to work with the WCEB on developing her business.

Last summer, Lucia was offered a placement with the Kite Design Centre under the WCEB sponsored

“First Flight Initiative” where she designs and sells her fashion range and accessories. This January,

with the assistance of WCEB, Lucia exhibited her designs at Showcase and was approached by the

Powerscourt Design Centre to create bespoke scarves for their autumn season.

Lucia is delighted with the recognition and acknowledges the role of the Waterford Adult Education

Centre and the VTOS Programme in her success. She speaks of the Fashion Design and Accessories

course teaching her valuable skills over the two years and giving her the confidence to design and

explore. The workshops organised by VTOS with WCEB were important in building a close

relationship with the Enterprise Board. Lucia also mentions that the timetabling of ESOL classes

helped her to develop her English language skills which are important for business. Lucia’s story and

successes show how VTOS can make a difference. In our conversation today, Lucia noted that the

course offered under VTOS should not be underestimated and it was the FETAC Level 5 accreditation

in Fashion Design and the experience of attending the course, that made all the difference for her

and helped launch her business, “Lutsia”.                    
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I left school in the mid-seventies at the age of fifteen, having never sat any exams. Throughout my

working life I always regretted this and felt a lack of education had held me back regarding better

opportunities for employment. In 2003, while working on a Community Employment Scheme, I was

offered a place on a Return to Education Programme with the Vocational Training Opportunities

Scheme. The idea of this programme was to reintroduce adults back into education by studying Maths

and English at Junior Certificate level. I was more than grateful to spend nine hours per week studying

on this course in Abbeyleix. As the programme progressed, I began to wonder if I could actually go

further and study for my Leaving Certificate. I am delighted to say, this became possible. After sitting

my English and Maths at Junior Certificate level, I continued with the VTOS to study for my Leaving

Certificate at Abbeyleix Further Education Centre. The two years spent at the centre were truly a

positive developmental stage of my life. Obtaining my Leaving Certificate proved a progressive step

toward my educational goals.  

Boosted by the confidence and inspiration gained at the Abbeyleix Further Education Centre, I applied

for, and obtained a place, studying for an Honours Degree in Humanities at Carlow College in 2006.

In 2010, I was proud to receive a First Class Honours in Humanities from the College and I was also

awarded student of the year. The motivation and educational development gained at Abbeyleix had

really served me well. I was then confident enough to apply for a place on a Post Graduate Diploma

in Education to become a teacher in History and English, a goal I had in mind since my days in the

Abbeyleix centre. I was again fortunate enough to obtain that place at NUI Maynooth. In 2011, I

achieved a 2.1 Post Graduate Diploma in Education and became a teacher at secondary level. The

journey through my education as an adult has not been easy but certainly has been enjoyable,

positive and stimulating. I still hold nothing but happy and positive memories and experiences which

can be traced back to a constructive time at Abbeyleix through VTOS. I consider myself privileged to

have had these experiences to date and you never know; a Masters could be another educational

goal I may endeavour to achieve.

Patricia Lawlor, VTOS Blessington

My name is Patricia Lawlor and I am a student doing a QQI Level 5 course in Business Administration

in the Further Education Centre in Blessington. Unfortunately I had to leave school at the age of

fourteen as I come from a family of twelve and my parents needed the older ones to help financially.

I had always wanted to return to education but never thought I would get the chance, but now forty-

two years later, here I am. This course has made a huge difference to my life; I have re-discovered

my love of learning and have applied to go to college, something I thought I could never do.  

I would like to take this opportunity to thank VTOS for giving me the chance to further my education.

I would also like to thank the course Co-ordinator and my wonderful teachers for opening up this

world of knowledge to me. I would urge anyone who gets the chance to do a course like this, to grasp

the opportunity with both hands; it will open up a whole new world to you too.  
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Joseph Hawe, VTOS Abbeyleix 

After leaving school with no formal qualification and

being out of work for a period of time, I decided to apply

for a place on the Junior Certificate course in Abbeyleix

Further Education Centre. I was accepted in 2010 and

began studying through VTOS. My initial concern that it

would be as unenjoyable for me as school had been,

was quickly put to bed. The great staff at the Centre

made it a terrific experience and I found myself actually

enjoying education for the first time in my life. I sat my

Junior Certificate in June 2011 and returned the following

September to begin my Leaving Certificate course. I was

extremely pleased with the results I was able to achieve

the following summer. Since then I have remained in

education going on to study QQI Level 5 Business

Administration and QQI Level 6 Business Management.

VTOS gave me the opportunity to achieve goals that I thought had passed me by. The programme

had a hugely positive impact on my life and I would encourage anybody who may be considering

applying for a VTOS course to take the opportunity to do so.

Josephine Touhy, VTOS Scarriff

From the first day I entered the Adult Education Centre

it was a learning experience. The welcome, help and

support continued throughout the two year course. Each

day gave me more confidence in myself and my learning

ability. I can honestly say that I felt a part of an extended

family, and I made some very good friends through the

course.

Having completed the course I now produce small

stained glass decorations which I sell at Christmas

markets and local shops.

If there is anyone out there who would like to apply for

this course I would advise them to do so, I am really

thankful that I had the opportunity to do so. I am only

sorry that NSQ Level 6 is not available at this location.
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Oonagh O’Dwyer, VTOS Dromcollogher ‘An t-Ionad Glas’

‘From the mountains to the sea’: Growing up in

a small family-run hotel near the Galtee

Mountains, furthering my education after

leaving school was the last thing on my mind.

We grew our own vegetables and fruit for the

hotel and though I didn’t know it at the time that

I was an avid forager, and was always out in

nature, the fields rich with plant life, my

playground. Circumstances changed and I

found myself in many jobs and a stint working

in London, educational in itself. Eventually I

settled in Co.Clare, a mile from the sea, which

renewed my interest in the great outdoors, growing vegetables and getting involved in the foodie

scene locally. Then, after a brief introduction on Nationwide one evening to the wonderful work

going on at An t-Ionad Glas, Organic College in Dromcollogher, Co.Limerick, I made enquiries to

study there as a mature student, the best decision I have ever made. Only then realising how eager

I was to learn, to further my education and perhaps make a life from this for me and my small son. 

I knew immediately that I had made the right choice as soon as I arrived, by the caring environment

I found myself in, surrounded by like-minded students of all ages and all walks of life. Happy days. I

had found what I had been looking for, and the encouragement, support and ethos of the college,

sustains me to this day. For that, I am truly grateful. A once shy person, my self esteem grew, as did

my passion for growing and all things food related. I now grow salads, herbs and plants which I sell

locally, and vegetables that sustain my family. 

It’s funny how things work out, as I eventually became a Horticulture Tutor with Clare Local

Development Company, tutoring QQI Level 5 Horticulture for four years, in Kilrush and Ennistymon.

Such a  rewarding position, helping learners with literacy skills to sit and pass exams, they would

have at one time never dreamed of doing, and using my horticultural knowledge to inspire them to

pursue careers in all aspects of growing, some going on to third level and setting up their own

businesses. A wise teacher told me once that ‘’the best way to learn something is to begin to teach

it.’’ Thank you Jim. I often give talks on growing and volunteer to do this, as I feel it is a great discipline

to stand in front of a group and talk about a subject you love, so very empowering and challenging.

My recent project is ‘Wild Kitchen’, and as a new member of the Burren Ecotourism Network and a

Tourism Partner of the Burren and Cliffs of Moher Geopark, I guide wild food walks on land and on

the Seashore in Co.Clare or any where I find myself. The support from the Network is hugely

important, and as a member have signed up to adhere to the Code of Practice for the Burren, which

encourages sustainable tourism projects in the region. How lucky I am, so I encourage you to look

to your local VTOS centre, take the plunge – it’s so worth it, I did.
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Paul Kelly, VTOS Cahir

I received a call from a former mentor of mine whom I truly respect,

her name, Tina Looby, Co-ordinator of the VTOS Multi-Media Arts

course in Cahir, Co Tipperary. Tina’s request was simple: would I

submit my thoughts on the VTOS course presented in Cahir, Co

Tipperary which I attended. I had very little hesitation when I

processed Tina’s request.

I left school in 1980 with very little education having just about

scraped a very poor Group Cert, as it was called back then. Having

spent the following year in Rockwell Hotel College I proceeded to

take up employment in the Hotel sector. For many years I became

frustrated and disillusioned that this was simply not fulfilling enough

and decided to take up a two-year course being offered with VTOS

in Cahir. The course included in its modules: Appreciation of Art Craft & Design, Combined Materials,

Photography, Communications, Theatre Performance, Print Making, Music & Work Experience.

I was quite nervous going back into education after so many years away, but nonetheless decided it

might just do me some good. I must confess that during the two years I spent on this course, I was

constantly in awe of the commitment each and every one of the VTOS teachers gave our classes. I

was learning and creating so much in each discipline and often could not wait to get to my work space

in the mornings. We were involved in everything from street theatre to exhibitions, the learning curve

for me was steep and beautiful, and all through the two years, my lovely mentor was there to hold

my hand and gently nurture my enquiring mind, her patience un-equalled in any learning environment

I had previously been in, prior to VTOS.

All good things eventually must come to an end and as the two year placement was nearing its finish,

I asked myself the question, where to from here, and then I asked the same question to my mentor,

to which came the reply ‘well Paul, did you ever consider Third Level Education’. Alarm bells rang

out in my head, ‘no, no you’re not good enough’, but my mentor assured me ‘au contraire Paul but I

think you are, now fill up this CAO application and let’s see how you do’.  

I decided to go for it and promptly filled in my CAO form and sent it off to the relevant body for consid-

eration. I wanted to be in the film industry in some way so I applied to Mary Immaculate College

Limerick to study for a degree in Communications. Several weeks later I was invited to Limerick for

an interview and was consequently accepted. I was overjoyed when I received notice and hurried to

meet with my mentor to share the good news which delighted her.  

The following September before I entered college, I received notice on my VTOS exams/assessments

informing me I had completed every module successfully. Now it was time to let go my mentor’s hand

and enter a world which to this day still abounds with new revelations and wonders. The tutors on

the Cahir VTOS course always believed in my abilities, I just had to start believing in myself. I success-

fully graduated with an Honours Degree in Communications and English Literature on October 27th,

2005. Since then, I have completed my own films, one which won Best Irish Short at the International

Film Festival Ireland, and have shared my love of film, teaching adults and young people all over the

country. T.S Elliot wrote in his poem ‘Little Gidding’:

“The end of all our exploring will be to arrive where we started, and know the place for the first time.”

Thank you Tina…
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Pauline Martin, VTOS Bray

It’s been 10 years since I started the whole wonderful,

stimulating, exciting journey into the world of knowledge.

I have grown as a person, intellectually, emotionally. The

world before knowledge is a very different place

compared to a world after knowledge. Just look at my

journey, “I dreamt a dream” and here I am today telling

you my story. 

2003: A chance phone call to the Bray Adult Education

Centre about taking my JEB exam and little did I know

that this was going to be the turning point of my life. A

conversation with one of the teachers resulted in the

decision to come back in September and attempt to do

the Leaving Certificate. I had signed up for a journey of

self-discovery.

2004: September; a new day has dawned in my life, the

first day in Bray Adult Education Centre (BAEC). To be honest it went very well, small classes and lots

of positivity. Sometimes I struggled to accept that I had a second chance at my education, but then I

thought “how amazing is this.” I’m actually doing this! I made the decision to take on six subjects, I

even managed one honours subject, all because of the support and help of everyone in the BAEC,

my family and one special friend who took good care of my children – and of course two years

commitment from me. The teachers and support staff have a real understanding of how mature

students need to be supported and how to bring the best out of people. For me I found my passion in

History and English with Business thrown in there for good measure. 

2005: September began on a very nervous note and the pressure was now on but I was ready for it

all! The mocks came and went, thankfully I passed everything and then the penny dropped “I can

actually do this”.

2006: June was approaching fast and so was the panic. The list was endless study, assignments,

homework, class tests, as well as being a mother, a wife, a sister, a daughter, a friend, etc., but

everyone was so supportive and willing me to do well, I could not but do my best. I came out of the

last exam saying out loud a number of times “I did it”

My results “WOW” I was so proud of myself! An A1 in History. 

I had only ever planned to do the Leaving Certificate. Then I saw a job advertisement for an IT Tutor,

I applied and got it. I was working with a diverse group of students, whom I could relate to because of

my own experiences. This job started off easy but soon became very challenging and sent me in the

direction I had never planned to go – studying Psychology.
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I have always had a natural ability working, dealing and looking after others. I wanted to combine this

with my other passion - Information Technology. Strange you may think, but I actually found a course

at the Institute of Art Design Technology in Dun Laoghaire called Psychology Applied to Information

Technology! I applied via the CAO, got an interview and was offered a place. Once again I was in

shock, real shock, this I had not planned, I was only testing the waters and here I was being offered

a place. My belief in myself kicked in and I knew I was ready. 

2007: September day one in IADT, “wow” this was pretty awesome- the enthusiasm and excitement

of it all. All age groups brought together in the same learning environment: this was going to be a

learning experience I would never forget.  Four years passed very quickly, before I knew where I was

it was 2011 and I was sitting in the finals hall, about to begin the first of my final four exams. Who

would have believed that in 2003 I would be sitting here in 2011 about to sit a (BSc) in Psychology

Applied to Information Technology! I took one more glance at the clock, no more assignments, presen-

tations, exams.  I lifted my pen to start writing and a sense of complete and utter self-belief, self-confi-

dence came over that has not left me to this day.  

2011: I had done what I set out to do, college was finished, now it was time for me to get back on the

job market. I went for lots of interviews; some were for jobs others were for internships. I decided to

take an internship in Bray Town Council as a Business Development Assistant, which then led me to

going for a job as a Tourism Development Officer, which I was offered and accepted. I have been

doing it now for the past two years. It’s a very challenging role but also a very rewarding one for me. 

The impact my educational journey has had on my life is amazing. It all started in 2003 and finished

in 2011. However, I don’t think I’m quite finished yet as I am now looking at a Master’s in Marketing

and Information Technology.    

I am so proud of my achievements. My world is a very different place today because of the journey I

decided to take 2003. My two children have watched their Mum battle to achieve goals. They know

that this can be done with hard work and commitment, something I hope they will carry through in

their own lives. The support I received from Simon, my friends and all my family was amazing. Without

the continued guidance, support systems and networks in the Bray Adult Education Centre none of

this would have been possible for me, because it was in those walls that my belief in myself was built!

The foundation for me was set, thus allowing me to be able to believe that what started out as a dream

has now become a reality for me!
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25 Years of VTOS 

Currently the adult education sector as we know it is going through its biggest transformation since

the establishment of the state. SOLAS, the new Further Education and Training Authority was formally

established in October 2013 and is charged with developing a five year strategy for Further Education

and Training which is designed to integrate these two strands into a seamless service for the adult

learner. There is much debate about what is driving the agenda, in particular whether the needs of

the labour market will win out over the social purpose of adult learning. This issue has dominated

many of the discussions currently taking place as the new strategy is being developed. 

Listening to adult learners who have come back into education and training I hear them saying that

a key motivator for them is to get a decent job, but that how they are dealt with by education and

training providers has been critical to their getting back into learning, staying the course and achieving

recognition at the end of it. They also talk about the many other outcomes of their engagement with

the learning process such as increased confidence and self-esteem, strong social networks as well

as greater involvement with their own families and communities. Other generic skills such as

teamwork, communication, taking the initiative and problem solving are part and parcel of their

learning and are transferable to working and social life. Their experiences point to the conclusion

that the twin goals of economic success and social inclusion are in fact inextricably linked. 

Reading through the accounts of the learners’ experiences of VTOS in the current publication and

engaging in other events organised by VTOS groups over the years, it strikes me that VTOS is the

perfect example of a programme that combines these two key elements in a seamless way. The

programme has offered many adults a vital opportunity to avail of a wide range of programmes

leading to recognised qualifications with approximately 75% of learners either going directly into

employment or progressing to more advanced education and training, while also offering them oppor-

tunities to engage actively in their communities through volunteering and becoming involved in

assisting others to participate. The joy of achieving success is amply demonstrated by the testimonies

of the learners, emphasising the value and benefits of returning to learning. The work of the VTOS

providers is crucial to the success of the learners, who cite the skills and commitment of the teachers

and support staff as a key factor in making their learning an enjoyable and worthwhile experience.

SOLAS aims to build a world class FET service for Irish adults which is responsive to the needs of

both the learner and the labour market. In doing so it endeavours to draw on the experience and

models of good practice well established by the adult education sector over the years. VTOS is one

such model. As we move forward into a new era of learning the practices and processes of the VTOS

experience, centred as they are on the needs of the adult learner, provide valuable lessons on how

to achieve that world class service. It is a great privilege to be part of the twenty fifth anniversary

celebrations as well as participating in the formation of the new strategy, drawing from the past and

informing the future.

– Berni Brady

Director AONTAS



Celebrating 25 Years of VTOS

Congratulations to the Department of Education and Skills and Mary O’Rourke, Minister for Education

at that time, for establishing VTOS with the financial support of the European Commission. The origins

of the Vocational Training Opportunities Scheme (VTOS) go back to the late 1980s. Piloted in Tallaght

and Limerick as the Employment Opportunities Scheme (EOS), VTOS established itself throughout

the country In 1990 unemployment in Ireland was approaching 20%. The statistics showed clearly at

that time those with the weakest educational levels were the least likely to access or retain

employment. The two-year, full time VTOS programme became a vehicle for assisting long term

unemployed adults to access the education that they needed to get work. The programme has

evolved and has developed as part of a suite of programmes that supports adults returning to

education and training.

The adult education sector is presently going through a process of transformation with all the structural

reforms taking place over the last two years. Hopefully over the next 25 years, we will reap the

rewards from these changes. SOLAS has been tasked with ensuring the provision of 21st century

high quality Further Education and Training programmes that are responsive to the needs of learners

and the requirements of a changed and changing economy.

Presently there is a huge amount of opportunities for adults who feel they didn't make full use of their

first chance in education. The aim of second-chance education and further education is to give

learners a second-chance education in a non-threatening environment that is learner centred. All

these programmes have a friendly and adult feel to them. VTOS is one of these programmes, when

you reflect on the Students’ Stories in this booklet you can see clearly how these learners benefited

from their time in the various VTOS Centres around the country. These student profiles only represent

a sample of all the learners that have passed through the programme over the last 25 years. There

has been huge success in directing learners from the programme into direct employment but also

progressing onto more advanced education and training programmes through various Access

Programmes provided by the Third Level Colleges and elsewhere.

There is a huge gratitude to the pioneers who had the foresight to set up the programme initially and

to all those VTOS staff, co-ordinators and teachers who have worked on the programme over the

years, past and present, not forgetting the then Vocational Education Committees (VECs) which

provided the vehicle for the delivery of VTOS  programme, managed by the Adult Education Officers

(AEOs) who did sterling work to ensure that the programme on offer was learner centred and ensured

tangible  outcomes for all learners that enter the programme.

A great deal of gratitude is due also to Helen Keogh, former VTOS National Co-ordinator who for 20

years supported the programme and steered the ‘ship’ in the right direction. Without her insight and

commitment, the programme would not be where it is today. Here’s to another 25 years!

– Gerry Griffin

National Co-ordinator for Youthreach/VTOS

DES
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Jim McNamara, Kathleen Lynch is fíor cairde í VTOS.

Background by: Karen Kearney.

The Syracuse Cultural Workers community (1998).
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